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EARLY REPRESENTATIONS OF FILIAL PIETY IN
DYNASTIC HISTORIOGRAPHY: TEXTUAL HISTORY
AND CONTENT OF HOU HAN SHU CHAPTER 39
Abstract
Tales of filial piety became a standard element of the annals-biography style of historiography early
on. Starting from the Song shu 宋書, almost every dynastic history contains a chapter that is
devoted to filial men. An early—but often neglected—precursor is Chapter 39 of Fan Ye’s范曄
(398–446)Hou Han shu後漢書. Inspired by his predecessor Hua Qiao華嶠 (?–293), Fan inserted
a chapter on filial men. The chapter was therefore compiled in times when the recommendation
system of the Han and especially the recommendation as “filial and incorruptible” (xiaolian 孝
廉) had lost influence. This paper tries to shed some light on its origins, form, and content, and
attempts to distinguish the most common motives that were used to describe filial (xiao孝) behav-
ior in this early stage of its historiographical representation.
Keywords
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INTRODUCTION : MEMOIRS OF F IL IAL 1 MEN IN DYNAST IC H ISTOR IES
Tales about filial men are an important part of Chinese literature2 and the genre is also
closely linked to historiography. From Shen Yue’s 沈約 (441–513) Song shu 宋書
onward, the majority of the collective chapter sections found in the dynastic histories
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, email: sebastian.eicher@ostasien.fak12.uni-muenchen.de
1In the following pages, the Chinese term xiao孝 is rendered as “filial piety” or “filiality,” and understood as
respectful behavior toward relatives. The complicated etymology and possible subtle changes in the meaning of
the word over time are not treated in this paper. For more information on the long development of the value till
Han times, see Donald Holzman, “The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient China,” Journal of the American Oriental
Society 118 (1998), 185–99, and Keith Knapp, “The Ru Reinterpretation of Xiao,” Early China 20 (1995),
195–222. For the important role it played during the Han dynasty and the later development, see Yang
Aiguo楊愛國, “Handai de zhongxiao guannian ji qi dui Hanhua yishu de yingxiang”漢代的忠孝觀念及其對
漢畫藝術的影響, Zhongyuan wenwu 2 (1993), 61–66; Zhao Keyao 趙克堯, “Lun Handai de yi xiao zhi
tianxia” 論漢代的以孝治天下, Fudan xuebao shehui kexue ban 3 (1992), 80–86; and Luo Xinben 羅新本,
“Liang-Jin Nanchao de xiucai, xiaolian chaju”兩晉南朝的秀才孝廉察舉, Lishi yanjiu 3 (1987), 116–23.
2Donald Holzman writes, “The anecdotes of filial piety that begin to appear during the Han dynasty, reach a
climax around the third and fourth centuries, and thereafter reappear throughout Chinese history.” Holzman,
“The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient China,” 192.
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include a chapter with biographies of men who are remembered for the unusual devotion
they showed in nurturing their parents and relatives. In all, 16 of the 24 dynastic histories—
exactly two-thirds—contain such a chapter.3 It has, therefore, to be considered one of the
standard components of the annals-biographies style (jizhuan ti紀傳體).4
Judging by the earliest appearance of such a collective chapter, one could assume that
the origins of the close link between the genre of tales of filial piety and this style of his-
toriography lie somewhere in the second half of the Six Dynasties period.5 In light of how
important filiality was for the selection of officials during the Western Han (207 BCE–9
CE) and the Eastern Han dynasty (25–220 CE) this seems late.6 One would rather expect
the histories of dynasties that selected candidates for their filiality to contain some form
of historiographical representation of this fact. And, as this paper will demonstrate, it is
indeed misleading to look only at the collective chapter sections at the end of the dynastic
histories. Fan Ye’s范曄 (398–446) history of the Later Han dynasty, the Hou Han shu
後漢書, does contain a forerunner of the later memoirs of filial and righteous men. But
the way it was inserted into the Hou Han shu does not immediately point to it being a
collection of biographies of filial men. This is due to two reasons: for one, the title
does not suggest any relationship with filial piety. The chapter is usually not called a
xiaoyi 孝義, xiaoyou 孝友, or xiaoxing 孝行 liezhuan like the ones in later histories.
It is instead referred to in accordance with the family names of the men it contains:
Memoirs of Liu, Zhao, Chunyu, Jiang, Liu, Zhou and Zhao 劉趙淳于江劉周趙列傳
第二十九. It consists of seven main biographies for Liu Ping 劉平, Zhao Xiao 趙孝,
Chunyu Gong淳于恭, Jiang Ge江革, Liu Ban劉般, Zhou Pan周磐, and Zhao Zi趙咨,
and eight subordinated biographies that were included because of some form of tie to
the main biographies. These treat Wang Wang王望 and Wang Fu王扶, who were rec-
ommended along with Liu Ping; Liu Kai劉愷, who was included because of his father
3These are in chronological order: Jin shu晉書, liezhuan 58 (“filial and friendly”孝友); Song shu宋書,
liezhuan 51 (“filial and righteous” 孝義); Nan Qi shu 南齊書, liezhuan 36 (“filial and righteous” 孝義);
Liang shu 梁書, liezhuan 41 (“filial behavior” 孝行); Chen shu 陳書, liezhuan 26 (“filial behavior” 孝行);
Wei shu魏書, liezhuan 86 (“filial and affectionate”孝感); Zhou shu周書, liezhuan 38 (“filial and righteous”
孝義); Sui shu隋書, liezhuan 37 (“filial and righteous”孝義);Nan shi南史, liezhuan 63 (“filial and righteous”
孝義); Bei shi 北史, liezhuan 72 (“filial behavior” 孝行); Jiu Tang shu 舊唐書, liezhuan 138 (“filial and
friendly” 孝友); Xin Tang shu 新唐書, liezhuan 120 (“filial and friendly” 孝友); Song shi 宋史, liezhuan
215 (“filial and righteous”孝義); Jin shi金史, liezhuan 65 (“filial and friendly”孝友); Yuan shi元史, liezhuan
84 (“filial and friendly”孝友) and Ming shi明史, liezhuan 184 (“filial and righteous”孝義).
4Filial exemplars are also found in works that are structured in accordance with the biannian-style編年 of
historiography. Yuan Hong’s袁宏 (328–76)HouHan ji後漢紀 (hereafterHHJ), for example, contains a selec-
tion of the anecdotes found in Chapter 39. See Hou Han ji jiaozhu後漢紀校註, Zhou Tianyou周天游, ed.
(Tianjin guji chuban she, 1987), 303ff. The historian used parts of the biographies of Jiang Ge, Mao Yi and
others and included Hua Qiao’s preface on the topic of filial piety. See Table 2 for details on the content
covered by Yuan Hong.
5Filiality did play a role in older works of history. In the Zuozhuan左傳, for example, there are already quite
a few anecdotes on filial piety. See Holzman, “The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient China,” 188f. But the “early”
dynastic histories—namely Shi ji史記,Han shu漢書, and Sanguo zhi三國志—do not contain special chapters
devoted to it.
6For more on the importance of filial piety in the Han dynasty see Michael Nylan, “Confucian Piety and
Individualism in Han China,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 116 (1996), 1–27. For details on the
selection of officials, see Hans Bielenstein, The Bureaucracy of Han Times, 132–38. Section Four of this
paper will treat the recommendation as filial and incorruptible in more detail.
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Liu Ban; and Cai Shun蔡順, Wei Tan魏譚, Wang Lin王琳, Ermeng Ziming兒萌子明,
and Checheng Ziwei車成子威, about each of whom the historian tells one or more short
tales of filial piety or righteousness that are similar to the ones seen in the life descriptions
of the main biography holders. In addition to these fifteen biographies of varying length,
the chapter briefly relates the stories of Mao Yi毛義 and Xue Bao薛包 in the preface, in
order to give the reader short examples of what kind of biographies he can expect to read
in the Chapter.7
The second deviation from the latter norm that keeps readers from immediately con-
necting the chapter to the later Xiaoyi chapters is its placement. Fan Ye did not group it
together with the other collective chapters with biographies of scholars, literati, eunuchs,
magicians, etc., which are found at the end of his work.8 Instead, he inserted it at the end
of the section with biographies of officials who served under the Emperors Ming明帝
(r. 57–75) and Zhang 章帝 (r. 75–88).9 The reason for this is unclear. It might be that
Fan Ye wanted to stress the important role filial office holders played during the
reigns of these two emperors. It might also be that he simply chose this arrangement
because the majority of the people in the chapter lived during these reigns.10
Despite these two misleading factors, however, the chapter’s structure and content
make it clear that Fan Ye collected biographies that revolve around the value of filial
piety (xiao 孝). The chapter opens with a discussion of filiality and the biographies
contain roughly twenty anecdotes in which filial acts are described. Fan Ye was not
the first to compile such a chapter but rather followed the example given by his predeces-
sor Hua Qiao 華嶠 (?–293).11 Hua Qiao compiled a Han Hou shu 漢後書 during the
Western Jin dynasty and thus about 150 years prior to Fan Ye. Although this work is
no longer available, thanks to the quotation of Hua’s chapter preface on the value of
filial piety (which will be analyzed in the next section) in Yuan Hong’s 袁宏 Hou
Han ji 漢後紀12 and discussions of his history in works like the Shitong 史通, we
7See Song Zhiying宋志英, “Hua Qiao Hou Han shu kaoshu”华峤《后汉书》考述, Journal of Histori-
ography考史学史研究 104 (3/2001), 26–32, 27. Section Three of this paper will analyze the preface and the
two examples in more detail.
8The Hou Han shu (hereafter HHS) Chapters 76 to 90 are collective chapters with biographies of mild and
tough officials, eunuchs, scholars, literati, exemplary women, the western regions and accounts of the various
nomadic people living outside China’s borders.
9Chapter 38 contains the biographies of Zhang Zong 張宗, Fa Xiong 法雄, Teng Wu 滕撫, and so on.
Chapter 40 focuses on the Ban family and contains biographies for Ban Biao班彪 and Ban Gu班固.
10In all, five of the seven biographies fall into the reigns of emperors Ming and Zhang. The biographies
hardly give exact birth or death dates, but through the reign titles mentioned by them we can reconstruct the
following time windows for the official careers of the men: Liu Ping 劉平 was active under the emperors
Guangwu and Ming; Zhao Xiao 趙孝 under emperor Ming; Chunyu Gong 淳于恭, Jiang Ge 江革 and Liu
Ban 劉般 under emperors Guangwu, Ming and Zhang; Zhou Pan 周磐 under emperors He, Shang and An;
Zhao Zi趙咨 under emperors Huan and Ling.
11Hua Qiao’s biography is included in Jin shu; see JS 44.1265. For more information on him and his work,
see Song Zhiying, “Hua Qiao Hou Han shu kaoshu.” Hua’s importance for Fan Ye’s chapter has been been
pointed out by Donald Holzman and Keith Knapp. See Holzman, “The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient
China,” 193 and Keith Knapp, Selfless Offspring: Filial Children and Social Order in Medieval China (Hono-
lulu University of Hawai’i Press, 2005), 60.
12See HHJ 11.305. For more on this text, see also Knapp, Selfless Offspring, 60. Yuan Hong included the
document in his Hou Han ji and clearly stated, “[Hua] Qiao said”嶠曰 at its beginning, instead of his usual “I,
Yuan Hong, say”袁宏曰. It is interesting that Yuan Hong treated the piece like an essay (lun論). HisHou Han
Early Representations of Filial Piety in Dynastic Historiography 3
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know that it already contained a chapter about filial men. Fan Ye seems to have stuck
closely to this predecessor. He copied Hua Qiao’s preface and used it as an opening
for his own chapter.13 As far as we can tell today, he also included mostly the same his-
torical figures that Hua did in his version.14
This leads to many questions. Why did historians who worked a long time after the fall
of the Later Han start to gather biographies of filial exemplars? What was the nature of
their sources? What role did filiality play for the biographies? What is the relationship
between the chapter and the society in which it was compiled? Much about this early his-
toriographical representation of filiality is still unclear, as, so far, Chapter 39 has not been
analyzed in detail. Donald Holzman15 and Keith Knapp16 used it to varying extents for
their works on filial piety tales and the Hua Qiao quotation that acts as a preface attracted
some attention,17 but as yet, there is no study dedicated to its content and textual history.
The following pages are an attempt to fill that gap and, in particular, they pursue three
goals: Firstly, the paper wants to analyze the textual basis of Fan Ye’s chapter and try
to reconstruct the compilation process as far as possible. In order to see what Hua
Qiao and Fan’s roles were in the creation of the text, it will take a look at the various frag-
ments from preceding works on the Later Han dynasty. Secondly, it wants to assess the
nature of the role filial piety plays in the chapter. As we will see, this is the key to under-
standing what sets the precursor apart from the later, more standardized representatives of
Xiaoyi chapters. Thirdly and lastly, it wants to answer the question of just what it meant to
be an exemplar of these values according to Fan Ye and Hua Qiao. Careful analysis of the
preface and of the most common motives used in the individual biographies will hope-
fully shed some light on the many open questions surrounding the chapter.
ji, which is stylistically similar to Xun Yue’sHan ji, contains roughly 55 essays. Among them, we find four that
are attributed to Hua Qiao, including the preface on filial piety.
13This is not the only instance in which Fan Ye relied on Hua Qiao’s work. Song Zhiying analyzed the close
ties between the works; see Song, “Hua Qiao Hou Han shu kaoshu,” 30.
14Liu Zhiji referred to Hua Qiao’s predecessor of this chapter as “Memoirs of Liu Ping, Jiang Ge and the
others.”劉平江革等傳。 See Shitong tongshi, 1.56. It is therefore safe to assume that it included biographies
for Liu Ping and Jiang Ge, which means that two of the main biographies are already identical to Fan Ye’s
chapter. Hua Qiao’s preface further included the biographies of Xue Bao and Mao Yi, just like Fan Ye’s
version does. The Qing compilers also sorted the fragments they found for the biographies of Zhao Xiao
趙孝, Liu Ban 劉般 and Liu Kai 劉愷 into this chapter. See Bajia Hou Han shu jizhu, Zhou Tianyou, ed.
(Shanghai guji chubanshe, Shanghai, 1986) (hereafter BJHHS), 2.548–53.
15Holzman, “The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient China.” Holzman mainly explores the roots and develop-
ment of filial piety in his paper. For Han times, he makes use of Chapter 39, calling it “a chapter devoted to filial
piety.”He uses it as a source for examples and phrases his goal as: “I wish only to present a few of these stories,
in order to show that filial piety during the Han gave rise to some very peculiar actions. I shall then stand back
and try to understand how to interpret this excessive behavior within the context of Chinese civilization.”
Holzman, “The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient China,” 193. He did not, however, systematically analyze its
content.
16Keith Knapp, Selfless Offspring: Filial Children and Social Order inMedieval China (Honolulu: University
of Hawai‘i Press, 2005).
17Zhao Guohua 趙國華, “Tan Fan Ye Hou Han shu de xu, lun, zan” 談范曄後漢書的序，論，贊, in
Zhang Yue张越, Hou Han shu, San guo zhi yan jiu後漢書、三國志研究 (Beijing zhongguo dabailiaoquan
chubanshe, 2009), 94–108.
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THE TEXTUAL H ISTORY OF CHAPTER 39
The first question to be addressed is the one of the textual history and the compilation
process of Chapter 39. If Fan Ye had authored all the content of his Hou Han shu, this
would place it in the first half of the fifth century CE, and, thus, close to the first
known collective chapter on filial men by Shen Yue. But the Hou Han shu is a relatively
young recompilation of earlier histories of the Later Han dynasty and all the biographies
it contains have predecessors. As described in the introduction, through fragments and
information contained in the Shitong Fan Ye’s chapter can be relatively safely traced
back to Hua Qiao’s chapter on filial men compiled during the Western Jin dynasty.
Therefore, the idea to gather a collective chapter on filial men precedes Fan Ye by
more than 150 years. Usually, the research into the compilation history of the chapter
ends here. But with our knowledge of the historiography of the Later Han dynasty, we
can trace the source of the contents that Hua and Fan used a little further back and
learn more about when these biographies were written.
The most important source for the content of theHou Han shu and all its predecessors—
including, therefore, Hua Qiao’s work18—was theDongguan Han ji東觀漢記, a history in
the annals-biography style that was started by Ban Gu班固 (32–92) and that was extended
in several steps during the Later Han dynasty (25–220).19 Owing to the tumultuous times
after the fall of the Later Han and the repeated change of capitals, the original documents
in the archives were lost, which quickly turned the government-sponsored enterpriseDong-
guan han ji20 into the main source for the events of most of the dynasty. Bai Shouyi, there-
fore, once called it a “treasury for historical materials on the Later Han dynasty”东汉历史
材料的宝库 and concluded that “the histories of the Later Han dynasty by the succeeding
authors all made it the basis for their materials”此后诸家后汉史著作，基本都以它为主
要材料来源.21 This was also most probably what Liu Xie劉勰 (465?–521?) had in mind,
when he remarked in hisWenxin diaolong文心雕龍 that “the annals and biographies on the
Later Han had their source in the Eastern Watchtower”至於後漢紀傳，發源東觀.22
18For more information on the role of the Dongguan Han ji (hereafter DGHJ) for Hua Qiao’s compilation
see Song, “Hua Qiao Hou Han shu kaoshu,” 28–29.
19TheDGHJwas composed and expanded over the course of several stages throughout the Later Han dynasty.
The first chapters were authored by none other than Ban Gu, whom Emperor Ming ordered to write an account of
his father’s Restoration of the Han dynasty (zhongxing中興) after reading a draft of the Han shu. The results of
this endeavor were the basic annals of Emperor Guangwu,which became the foundation for theDGHJ. According
to the HHS, Ban Gu then went on and composed biographies of Guangwu’s supporters and opponents. HHS
40a.1335. After this initial step, many famous historians—Cai Yong, for example—added further sections to
the DGHJ over the course of the following century. For more information on the individual extensions, see
Hans Bielenstein, The Bureaucracy of Han Times (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 158; and
B.J. Mansvelt Beck, The Treatises of Later Han (Leiden: need publisher, 1990), 23f. The result of this combined
effort was a work of 143 chapters, covering the events from Emperor Guangwu to Emperor Ling.
20According to Bai Shouyi, the DGHJ was the first state sponsored work of history. Bai Shouyi白壽彝,
Zhongguo shixue shi中國史學史, vol. 2 (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1986), 313. It was written
on the order of Emperor Ming, which sets it apart from the other early works of history that were mainly the
results of private endeavors. See also Hans van Ess, Politik und Geschichtsschreibung im alten China (Wies-
baden: Harrassowitz, 2015), 5.
21Bai, Zhongguo shixue shi, vol. 2, 323.
22Vincent Shih interpreted this passage in a slightly different way: “The chi and chuan, or annals and biog-
raphies, of the Hou-han-shu originated in the Tung-kuan.” Vincent Yu-chung Shih, The Literary Mind and the
Early Representations of Filial Piety in Dynastic Historiography 5
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The quality of the compilation, however, did not meet the standards of many literati and
the widespread dissatisfaction it caused led to a boom of recompilations during the Six
Dynasties.23 Pulleyblank writes: “The work of the government-sponsored historians in
the Tung-kuan Library in the second century CE provided basic material for the history
of the Later Han, but the work which they produced was not considered very satisfactory
and there were numerous attempts by private persons to write histories of that dynasty
[…].”24 The results of these attempts are the two still extant works—Fan Ye’s Hou Han
shu and Yuan Hong’s Hou Han ji—as well as seven works, now lost, which are together
with the Dongguan Han ji collectively known as the Eight Authors of Later Han histories
八家後漢書.25 Table 1 shows the histories in roughly the order of compilation
The fact that the Dongguan Han ji was one of the main sources, or perhaps the main
source, for all later works on the Eastern Han dynasty naturally also affects Chapter 39 of
Fan Ye’s Hou Han shu. While Hua Qiao’s work was a predecessor, it was certainly not
the only one, and neither Hua nor Fan wrote the contents of their chapters from scratch.
From our theoretical knowledge of the Later Han historiography we rather have to
assume that the Dongguan Han ji was the original source for their materials.
Keith Knapp has already traced the origins of individual biographies back to theDong-
guan Han ji:
Han Records of the Eastern Pavilion (Dongguan Han ji)… was the first state-sponsored
history that devoted biographies to people who were important solely because of their
TABLE 1. Histories of the Later Han dynasty.
Author Dynasty Title
Liu Zhen et.al.劉珍等 Eastern Han東漢 Dongguan Han ji東觀漢記
Zhang Fan張璠 Cao Wei三國魏/Western Jin西晉 Hou Han ji後漢紀
Xue Ying薛瑩 Wu三國吳 Hou Han ji後漢紀
Xie Cheng謝承 Wu三國吳 Hou Han shu後漢書
Sima Biao司馬彪 Western Jin西晉 Xu Han shu續漢書
Hua Qiao華嶠 Western Jin西晉 Han Hou shu漢後書
Xie Chen謝沈 Eastern Jin東晉 Hou Han shu後漢書
Yuan Shansong袁山松 Eastern Jin東晉 Hou Han shu後漢書
Zhang Ying張瑩 Eastern Jin東晉 Hou Han nan ji後漢南記
Yuan Hong袁宏 Eastern Jin東晉 Hou Han ji後漢紀
Fan Ye范曄 (Liu) Song劉宋 Hou Han shu後漢書
Carving of Dragons (NewYork: Columbia University Press, 1959), 89. But in Liu Zhiji’s time several works of
history on the Later Han dynasty coexisted. It, therefore, seems much more probable that “annals and biogra-
phies of the Later Han”後漢紀傳 here are referring to the content of all of these works and not just to Fan Ye’s.
23Mansvelt Beck analyzed quotations made by historians of the third century and showed that becausemany
of them were not satisfied with the DGHJ’s quality and size, they started to compile their own versions. See
Mansvelt Beck, The Treatises of Later Han, 27.
24Edwin Pulleyblank, “The Historiographical Tradition,” in The Legacy of China, edited by Raymond
Dawson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1964), 143–64, 153.
25
“Eight authors” refers to Zhang Fan張璠, Xue Ying薛瑩, Xie Cheng謝承, Sima Biao司馬彪, Hua Qiao
華嶠, Xie Chen謝沈, Yuan Shansong袁山松, and Zhang Ying張瑩.
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outstanding filiality.… Thus perhaps by the beginning of the second century AD, court his-
torians were already devoting biographies to individuals who were noteworthy solely because
of their filial piety.26
The question that still needs to be addressed is how many biographies of filial men the
Dongguan Han ji already contained. Only fragments remain of the work27 and the
other preceding histories of the Later Han, but these still allow us to make at least a
rough estimate of how much material was already included in the older work.28
Table 2 marks the availability of fragments for the biographies of Chapter 39 in the
various works on the Later Han dynasty with an “x”:
TABLE 2. The biographies of Chapter 39 in the older histories.
Category HHS DGHJ Xie
Cheng’s
HHS
Sima
Biao’s
XHS
Hua
Qiao’s
HHS
Yuan
Shansong’s
HHS
Yuan
Hong’s
HHJ
Paratext Preface x x
Paratext Mao Yi毛義 x x x x
Paratext Xue Bao薛包 x x x
Main Biography Liu Ping劉平 x x x x x
Subord.
Biography
Wang Fu王扶
Subord.
Biography
Wang Wang王望
Main Biography Zhao Xiao趙孝 x x x x
Subord.
Biography
Wang Lin王琳 x
Subord.
Biography
Wei Tan魏譚 x
Subord.
Biography
Ermeng Ziming
兒萌子明
Subord.
Biography
Checheng Ziwei
車成子威
Main Biography Chunyu Gong
淳于恭
x x
Main Biography Jiang Ge江革 x x x x
Continued.
26Knapp, Selfless Offspring, 59.
27In the beginning, the literary catalogues list the work with a total length of 143 chapters. See Sui shu
33.954. The Jiu Tang shu speaks of 127 chapters; see Jiu Tang shu 46.1987. The Xin Tang shu of 126; see
Xin Tang shu 58.1454. From there on, the work seems to have been lost. It was only in the Qing dynasty
that the fragments found in commentaries and encyclopaedias were recompiled. The Qingshi gao 清史稿
speaks again of 24 chapters; see Qingshi gao S. 4275. The standard modern edition is Dongguan Han ji
jiaozhu東觀漢記校注, Liu Zhen et al.劉珍等 and Wu Shuping吳樹平 (commentary) (Zhengzhou, Zhongz-
hou guji chubanshe, 1987).
28It has to be stated that the work with fragments is not without its problems. As Mansvelt Beck has con-
vincingly argued in his study of Later Han treatises, the Qing compilers were far from immune to mistakes. See
Mansvelt Beck, The Treatises of Later Han, 44f. However, the argumentation in this paper is never based on
single fragments and, so, individual compilation errors do not threaten it.
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Table 2 strongly suggests that the majority of the men in Chapter 39 already had a biog-
raphy somewhere in theDongguanHan ji and that thematerials were then used by the other
authors of Later Han histories. It seems to be slightlymore difficult to find fragments for the
subordinated biographies, but this is probably a result of their brevity rather than their being
based on later materials. Considering the relative scarcity of the fragments, it is safe to
assume that some of the unaccounted biographies, too, were already included in the work.
But the fragments provemore than themere existence of biographies formost of these his-
torical figures already during the Later Han dynasty. They also suggest that their form and
content did not change much since the initial versions in the Dongguan Han ji. Bielenstein
writes on Fan Ye’s way of compiling his work that “in rearranging the material, Fan Ye did
not rewrite it. He copied his sources so closely as actually sometimes tomake theHHS incon-
sistent.”29This is both true for his compilationofChapter 39 and for the other historians of the
Later Han dynasty. If one compares the various fragments with today’s Hou Han shu, it
becomes apparent that the historians who worked after the fall of the Later Han dynasty
mostly compiled and adjusted existing materials and only rarely created new content. A
telling example is the biography of Mao Yi, which served both Fan Ye and Hua Qiao as
an introductory example for their chapters. It is also included in the Hou Han ji and there
are fragments of the Dongguan Han ji, Hua Qiao’s Han Hou shu and Xie Cheng’s Hou
Han shu. These are the versions found in Dongguan Han ji and Hou Han shu:
Dongguan Han ji: Hou Han shu:
Mao Yi, a native of Lujiang, was respectful, frugal,
modest and simple. During the time of his youth
his family lived in poverty. He was famous for his
filial piety and his behavior.
At the time of Guangwu’s Restoration there was
Mao Yi, a native of Lujiang. In his youth he pos-
sessed integrity.His family lived in poverty, but he
was famous for his filial piety and his behavior.
Zhang Feng, a native of Nanyang, admired him.
He went to him and attended to him. Shortly
after sitting down, an order from the prefecture
arrived and Yi was made Prefect….
Zhang Feng, a native of Nanyang, admired him.
He went to him and attended to him. Shortly
after sitting down an order from the prefecture
arrived and Yi was made Prefect….
TABLE 2. Continued
Category HHS DGHJ Xie
Cheng’s
HHS
Sima
Biao’s
XHS
Hua
Qiao’s
HHS
Yuan
Shansong’s
HHS
Yuan
Hong’s
HHJ
Main Biography Liu Ban劉般 x x
Subord.
Biography
his son [Liu] Kai
子愷
x x x
Main
Biography
Zhou Pan周磐 x x
Subord.
Biography
Cai Shun蔡順 x x
Main
Biography
Zhao Zi趙咨 x x
29Hans Bielenstein, “The Restoration of the Han Dynasty—With Prolegomena on the Historiography of the
Hou Hanshu,” Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities 26 (1954), 15.
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廬江毛義，性恭儉謙約，少時家貧，以孝行稱。
南陽張奉慕其名，往候之。坐有頃，府檄適至，
以義守令。…30
中興，廬江毛義少節，家貧，以孝行稱。南陽人
張奉慕其名，往候之。坐定而府檄適至，以義
守令,….31
The textual version of the Hou Han shu is longer, and the passage of the Dongguan
Han ji ends rather abruptly,32 but the close relationship between the fragments is still
visible. The other fragments are virtually identical.33
Finding that many fragments of the same anecdote is rare, but there are many other less
complete examples that clearly point in the same direction. One more should suffice here
to give a good impression of the similarities. This is the beginning of the first anecdote in
Xue Bao’s biography, the second introductory example of Chapter 39:
Dongguan Han ji: Hou Han shu:
Xue Bao, [a native] of Runan, style Mengchang,
grieved for his mother. He was famous for his
utmost filial piety. His father married his step-
mother and she despised Bao. They divided [the
possessions] and sent him away.
He cried day and night, but was unable to leave.
Xue Bao, [a native] of Runan, style Mengchang,
was fond of studying and behaved earnestly. He
grieved for his mother. He was famous for his
utmost filial piety. His father married his step-
mother and she despised Bao. They divided
[the possessions] and sent him away.
Bao cried day and night, but was unable to leave.
汝南薛苞，字孟嘗，喪母，以至孝聞。父娶後妻
而憎苞，分出，日夜號泣，不能去，34
汝南薛包孟嘗，好學篤行，喪母，以至孝聞。
及父娶後妻而憎包，分出之，包日夜號泣，
不能去，35
It is again obvious that the common ancestor of all the versions is theDongguan Han ji.36
30The edition used here isDongguanHan ji jiaozhu. Quotations are givenwith chapter and page numbering.
For the fragment of Mao Yi’s biography, see DGHJ 15.637.
31HHS 39.1294.
32The reason for this is probably that the fragment was recovered from a quotation. The Qing dynasty com-
pilers mainly used commentaries and encyclopaedias, so this kind of deviation is to be expected.
33TheHou Han ji version reads: “Mao Yi, a native of Lujiang, was famous for his filial piety and his behav-
ior. Zhang Feng, a native of Nanyang, admired him. He went to him and attended to him. Shortly after sitting
down, an order from the prefecture arrived andYiwasmade Prefect…”廬江毛義以孝行稱，南陽人張奉慕其
名，故往候之。坐定，而府檄適至，以義為守令,…. HHJ 11.304. Hua Qiao’s version reads: “At the time
of Guangwu’s Restoration there wasMao Yi, a native of Lujiang. In his youth he possessed integrity. His family
lived in poverty, but he was famous for his filial piety and his behavior. Zhang Feng, a native of Nanyang,
admired him. He went to him and attended to him. Shortly after sitting down an order from the prefecture
arrived and Yi was made Prefect. […]” 中興，廬江毛義少節，家貧，以孝行稱。南陽人張奉慕其名，
往候之。坐定而府檄適至，以義守令 […]. BJHHS 2.549. Xie Cheng’s version reads: “Mao Yi was a
native of Lujiang. His family was poor and he was famous for his filial piety and behavior. Zhang Feng, a
native of Nanyang, admired him. He went to him and attended to him. Shortly after sitting down an order
from the prefecture arrived and Yi was made Prefect.” 廬江毛義，家貧，以孝行稱。南陽張奉慕其名，
往候之。坐定而府檄適至，以義守令。BJHHS 3.51.
34DGHJ 15.638.
35HHS 39.1294.
36Yuan Hong’s version in the Hou Han ji reads: “Xue Bao, [a native] of Runan, style Mengchang, grieved
for his mother. He was famous for his utmost filial piety. His stepmother despised Bao. She sent him away and
made him live somewhere else and he cried day and night, but was unwilling to leave”汝南薛苞，字孟嘗。喪母，
以至孝聞。後母憎苞，出令別居。日夜號泣，不肯去.HHJ 11.305. Hua Qiao’s version reads: “Xue Bao, [a
native] of Runan, style Mengchang, was fond of studying and behaved earnestly. He grieved for his mother. He
was famous for his utmost filial piety. His father married his stepmother and she despised Bao. They divided
Early Representations of Filial Piety in Dynastic Historiography 9
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These were just two examples of the filial piety tales in Chapter 39 that can be traced
back to the Dongguan Han ji. In all, more than a third of the roughly twenty filial piety
anecdotes that will be analysed in detail in Section Five of this paper can be proven to
have been written during the Later Han dynasty through the help of fragments.37
These are: Wang Lin offers to sacrifice himself (HHS 39.1300 - DGHJ 15.645), Liu
Ping offers to sacrifice himself (HHS 39.1296 - DGHJ 15.639), Zhao Xiao offers to sac-
rifice himself (HHS 39.1299 -DGHJ 15.641), Jiang Ge pulls the cart for his mother (HHS
39.1302 -DGHJ 15.648), Zhao Zi welcomes thieves (HHS 39.1313 -DGHJ 15.654), Liu
Kai yields his fief to his younger brother (HHS 39.1306 - DGHJ 15.652), Liu Ping sac-
rifices his own son for his brother’s daughter (HHS 39.1295f - DGHJ 15.639), Wei Tan
offers to sacrifice himself (HHS 15.645- DGHJ 15.643), and Wang Lin grieves for his
parents (HHS 39.1300 - DGHJ 15.645). For all these anecdotes we can find fragments
that strongly suggest that they had been written long prior to the time Fan Ye and Hua
Qiao worked with them.
Taken together, the fragments therefore prove that the roots of most of Fan Ye’s
and Hua Qiao’s contents go back all the way to the Dongguan Han ji, which was
compiled during the Eastern Han dynasty.38 This should not be mistaken to mean
that all the Later Han historians told the same stories. Through selecting and adapting
their sources they were able to express their own opinions. But the materials they used
in doing so can be traced back to the same source. Therefore, the content of these
chapters precedes Shen Yue’s first proper Xiaoyi chapter in the Song shu by three cen-
turies and already during the Later Han dynasty exemplars of filial piety played an
important role for the historiographical tradition. They just had not yet found their
later typical place in a collective chapter and were instead most probably still
spread over the whole work. For reasons that we will look at now, Hua Qiao
[the possessions] and sent him away. Bao cried day and night, but was unable to leave”汝南薛包孟嘗，好學
篤行，喪母，以至孝聞。及父娶後妻而憎包，分出之，包日夜號泣，不能去,…. BJHH 2.550. Fan Ye’s
and Hua Qiao’s versions in both cases are virtually identical. This further strengthens the hypothesis that Fan Ye
used Hua Qiao’s version that was itself a rearrangement of materials from the DGHJ.
37The full fragments are inserted into the notes of Section Five.
38Keith Knapp reasons that Fan Ye took Hua Qiao’s chapter and extended it for his own HHS by using col-
lections of tales of filial piety. He bases this argument on Cai Shun’s biography, which he considers to be taken
from a collection of stories about filial exemplars and not from Hua Qiao or any other preceding HHS. He
reaches this conclusion due to the number of stories on filial piety it contains: “This ‘biography’merely consists
of a number of filial episodes strung together…. Since this ‘biography’ is entirely composed of filial piety anec-
dotes, it was probably taken from an Accounts of Filial Offspring.” Knapp, Selfless Offspring, 61. This is,
however, not a good proof for this claim. In Cai Shun’s case, the recompiled DGHJ contains a fragment that
proves at least the existence of one anecdote on Cai Shun already in the DGHJ: “Cai Junzhong was a native
of Runan. During the unrest [caused by] Wang Mang, people ate each other. Junzhong was picking mulberries
and he put red and black ones in different vessels. The bandits asked him for his reason and Junzhong said: ‘The
black ones are for my mother and the red ones are for me.’ The bandits thought of him as righteous and left him
two dou of salt. He took it, but would not eat it [himself]”蔡君仲，汝南人。王莽亂，人相食。君仲取桑
椹，赤黑異器。賊問所以，君仲云：「黑與母，赤自食。」賊義之，遺鹽二斗，受而不食. DGHJ
15.653. Yuan Shansong’s HHS contains another anecdote about Cai Shun: “When Cai Shun’s mother had
still been alive she was afraid of thunder. After the mother had died, whenever there was thunder, Shun
would go to the side of her grave and say ‘I am here’” 蔡順母生時畏雷。母死之後，有雷，順走至墓側，
曰「順在此」. BJHHS 4.683. This seems to suggest that the histories before Fan Ye’s HHS already contained a
biography of Cai Shun that focused on his filial piety.
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decided to gather them in a chapter devoted specially to filiality and Fan Ye later
accepted his solution.
PREFACE AND CONTENTS OF THE CHAPTER
Why did Hua Qiao and Fan Ye decide to change the structure of their source and compile
a chapter on filial men? The answer to this is given in the preface of Chapter 39, in which
filial piety is introduced as the leitmotif.39 The piece starts with a collection of quotations
from classical sources, in which the connection between filiality (xiao孝) and nourishing
(yang養) is touched upon (translations of the three quotations: Legge):
Master Kong said: “In filiality nothing is greater than being in awe of one’s father. In being in
awe of one’s father nothing is greater than matching him with Heaven. The duke of Zhou was
such a man.”40 Zilu said: “Alas, the poor! While [their parents] are alive, they have nothing to
nourish them. When they are dead, they have nothing to bury them with.” The master said:
“Sipping bean [soup] and drinking water; that is filiality.”41
孔子曰：「夫孝莫大於嚴父，嚴父莫大於配天，則周公其人也。」子路曰：「傷哉
貧也！生無以養，死無以葬。」子曰：「啜菽飲水，孝也。」
The first quotation establishes the necessity to take care of the parents. The latter two
revolve around the means necessary to do so and Hua Qiao picks up this point in the
next paragraph, in which he expresses his own thoughts on the nature of the relationship
of nourishing and filiality:
Bell and drum are [only instruments and] not the origin of music, but the instruments can’t
be neglected.42 [Nourishing with the flesh of the] three domestic animals is not the most
important part of filial piety, but for nourishing it can’t be neglected. Keeping the instru-
ments [in mind] but forgetting about the origins lets the music get out of control. [But]
tuning the instruments in order to harmonize their sound leads to the perfection of music.
Venerating and nourishing [by means obtained] through harmful behavior weakens one’s
39Fan Ye’s decision to insert a preface is interesting in its own right, as he usually reserved them for the
chapters in the collective chapter section at the end of his work (HHS 76–90). All the collective chapters—
with the exception of the one on literati (HHS 80Wenyuan liezhuan文苑列傳)—contain some kind of introduc-
tion, in which the historian usually takes a look at the historical roots of the values shared by the group of people
described in the chapter. Outside of this section, however, only the following three chapters do so: 39 (filial
men), 53 (recluses) and 67 (Partisan Prohibition). Therefore, only three of the 66 chapters outside of the
section of collective biographies have a preface. All the other ones start right away with the first biography.
For more information on the prefaces, see Zhao, “Tan Fan Ye Hou Han shu de xu, lun, zan,” 94. Zhao
argues that Fan Ye made an effort to combine biographies of similar types of people and used the prefaces
to explain his actions; see p. 95.
40A quotation from the Classic of Filial Piety (Xiao jing孝經), section “Government of the Sages”聖治;
see Xiaojing zhushu孝經注疏, 36.1 (Shisan jing edition). Translation: Legge.
41A quotation from the Book of Rites (Liji禮記), Section “Tan Gong b”檀弓下; see Liji zhushu禮記注疏,
187.1 (Shisan jing edition). Translation: Legge.
42Li Xian remarks: “In the Analects Master Kong says: ‘It is music,’ they say. ‘It is music,’ they say. Are
bells and drums all that is meant by music? (Lunyu zhushu論語注疏, 156.2. Translation: Legge). This means
that what is important in music is the change of behavior and the change of customs. It does not mean that bell
and drum are all [that there is to it], but one cannot leave out bell and drum”論語孔子曰：「樂云樂云，鍾鼓
云乎哉？」言樂之所貴者，移風易俗也，非謂鍾鼓而已，然而不可去鍾鼓。HHS 39.1293.
Early Representations of Filial Piety in Dynastic Historiography 11
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filial piety. [But] cultivating oneself in order to attain the salary of an official post augments
one’s nourishing.
夫鍾鼓非樂云之本，而器不可去；三牲非致孝之主，而養不可廢。存器而忘本，
樂之遁也；調器以和聲，樂之成也。崇養以傷行，孝之累也；脩己以致祿，
養之大也。
Hua Qiao thus explains the close connection of proper behavior, holding an official
position and being able to nurture one’s relatives in the correct way. He compares the
meaning of holding an official post for filial piety with the one of instruments for
music and of meat for a proper diet.43
The preface then continues to elaborate what was already hinted at in the last sentence
of the preceding paragraph: that simply attaining an office is not enough. To be consid-
ered filial it is not sufficient to simply obtain the resources necessary to nourish one’s
relatives via an official post. In order to truly fulfill the ideal the office holder must
also do his best to cultivate himself and to serve the state to the fullest:
If we therefore speak about the ability of nourishing in a grand way, then the sacrifices
made by the Duke of Zhou [may serve as an illustration], as these sacrifices reached
the entire world. If we speak about nourishing in a righteous way, then the beans of
Zhongyou (Zilu 子路) tasted sweater than the [ox] sacrificed by the eastern neighbor.44
As to worries about the lacking quality of water and beans: he who [only] strives for an
official salary because he wants to nourish brings disgrace [to the idea] of nourishing
relatives with a salary. He who maintains his honesty in order to perfect his behavior,
who amasses filial piety and whose salary for a government position is generous is
able to nourish righteously.
故言能大養，則周公之祀，致四海之祭；言以義養，則仲由之菽，甘於東鄰之牲。
夫患水菽之薄，干祿以求養者，是以恥祿親也。存誠以盡行，孝積而祿厚者，此能
以義養也。45
Hua Qiao and Fan Ye were therefore interested in biographies of men who had the quality
of filial piety and, at the same time, excelled in government positions through their high
level of self-cultivation. This in return provided them with the means to nourish their
parents.
43According to Yuan Hong, Hua Qiao’s original preface included a third short paragraph in which the con-
nection between an official post and filial piety was made even clearer. Yuan Hong’s version continues with
the following words: “Master Kong said: ‘How filial Min Ziqian is! Others do not get in between [him and]
the words of his parents and brothers.’ This means that his filiality was, in every respect, in conformity with
the way, and that there was nobody who could create discontent. In former times, Master Shi and his son were
considered filial. The son Qing became chancellor in Qi. The people admired his filiality and were ordered.
This is probably what is meant [by the sentence]: ‘Filiality? If you are filial and brotherly towards your brothers,
then this shows [an ability for] government. These are also the ones whomake government’”孔子稱：「孝哉閔
子騫，人不間於其父母兄弟之言。」言其孝皆合於道，莫可復間也。先代石氏父子稱孝，子慶相齊，
人慕其孝而治。此殆所謂『孝乎？惟孝，友于兄弟，施於有政，是亦為政』也。HHJ 11.305.
44Li Xian refers to the Book of Changes (Yi易): “The ox slain in sacrifice by the neighbour on the east is not
equal to the spare spring sacrifice of the neighbour on the west, (whose sincerity) receives the blessing”「東鄰
殺牛，不如西鄰之禴祭」也。Zhouyi zhushu周易注疏, 6.2. Translation: Legge.
45HHS 39.1293.
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In order to further elaborate this point, the two historians included two short exam-
ples,46 the above already partially quoted biographies of Mao Yi and Xue Bao.47 They
both describe highly filial sons who eventually take up offices, display appropriate
behavior, and are heavily rewarded by the emperor for this.48 After the two short
accounts, Fan Ye and Hua Qiao finish their introduction with the following words:
These two sons applied the utmost honesty when they acted. In their behavior they trusted
their hearts and [through this] they moved others. Because of their accomplished reputations
they obtained an official salary and received gifts [from the emperor]. This can be called being
able to nourish bymeans of [possessing the value of] filial piety. The correct behavior of Jiang
Ge, Liu Pan and many other excellences also [displays] this will. I therefore gathered their
deeds in this chapter.
若二子者，推至誠以為行，行信於心而感於人，以成名受祿致禮，斯可謂能以孝養
也。若夫江革、劉般數公者之義行，猶斯志也。撰其行事著于篇。49
In this preface Fan Ye and Hua Qiao explain that they saw a close connection between
filiality and an official career and that they therefore set themselves the goal of collecting
biographies of successful filial office holders.
We do not know exactly how Hua Qiao continued his chapter, as the fragments for his
biography section are very few. But that at least Fan Ye stuck closely to this leitmotif
becomes clearer when looking at the careers of the seven main individuals he described.
Table 3 shows the recommendations and offices that were offered to them.
Table 3 shows several things: Firstly, the majority of the main biography holders were
recommended as filial and incorruptible (xiaolian 孝廉). Secondly, the careers of the
men were quite similar. Most of them held consulting offices like Court Advisor 議郎
or Grandee Remonstrant and Consultant諫議大夫. Thirdly, two even made it into the
ranks of the Three Officials 三公 and Nine Ministers 九卿 and became Directors of
the Imperial Clan宗正. The biographies thus mirror Fan Ye’s and Hua Qiao’s explana-
tions and focus on men who were revered for their filiality, obtained an office and, in a
few cases, gained considerable political importance.
To conclude this section: Hua Qiao and later Fan Ye included a preface in which the
close connection of filial piety and official positions is explained and then selected
biographies of men who were exemplars of that. The subjects of the biographies were, in
most cases, recommended as filial and incorruptible, and many of them attained high
offices. Keith Knapp suggested that “in History of the Han’s Later [Half], filial heroes
were still not so significant that their chapter merited a special name or place within the
history.”50 However, the careers of the men make it clear that Fan Ye did not mean filing
46Zhao, “Tan Fan Ye Hou Han shu de xu, lun, zan,” 96.
47Thanks to Liu Zhiji, we know that Hua Qiao’s chapter had a similar setup. Liu writes about his preface:
“NowHuaQiao’sHan shu is in many instances similar to that of Master Ban. In his ‘Memoirs of Liu Ping, Jiang
Ge and the others,’ his preface first explains the way of filial piety. Then he narrates howMao Yi nourished his
relatives”迨華嶠後漢，多同班氏。如劉平江革等傳，其序先言孝道，次述毛義養親。 Shitong tongshi,
1.56.
48HHS 39.1294 and HHS 39.1295.
49HHS 39.1295 and BJHHS 2.550. It was also included by Yuan Hong; see HHJ 11.305.
50Knapp, Selfless Offspring, 60.
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the biographies among the other important officials of the reigns of emperors Ming and
Zhang and not giving it a name typical for a collective chapter to be derogatory. What
Hua Qiao and he actually did was to compile a chapter on important officials of this
time who were known and selected for their filial piety and whose biographies had pre-
viously been arranged according to different criteria in the Dongguan Han ji.
TABLE 3. The careers of the filial exemplars in Chapter 39.
Recommendation Offices held Nine Ministers/
Three
Excellences?
Liu Ping劉平 Filial and incorrupt-
ible孝廉
Aide in Jiyin (province)
濟陰郡丞,
Chief of Quanjiao (prov-
ince)全椒長,
Court Advisor議郎, Palace
Attendant侍中,
Director of the Imperial
Clan宗正
Director of the
Imperial Clan
宗正
Zhao Xiao趙孝 Filial and incorrupt-
ible孝廉
Gentleman郎,
Grandee Remonstrant and
Consultant諫議大夫，
Palace Attendant侍中，
Commander of the
Changle Palace guard長樂
衛尉
Chunyu Gong淳于恭 Filial and incorrupt-
ible孝廉
Court Advisor議郎,
Palace Attendant侍中,
Chief Commandant of
Cavalry騎都尉
Jiang Ge江革 Filial and incorrupt-
ible孝廉,
Worthy, good, and
correct賢良方正
Gentleman郎，
Grand Coachmen of Chu
楚太僕,
Chief Clerk of the Minister
of Works司空長史,
General of the Gentlemen-
of-the-Household for All
Purposes五官中朗將,
Grandee Remonstrant and
Consultant諫議大夫
Liu Ban劉般 Privy Treasurer of the
Changle Palace長樂少府,
Director of the Imperial
Clan宗正
Director of the
Imperial Clan
宗正
Zhou Pan周磐 Filial and incorrupt-
ible孝廉
Internuncio謁者，
City Grandee城長，
Prefect of Yangxia and
Zhonghe陽夏、重合令
Zhao Zi赵咨 Filial and incorrupt-
ible孝廉
Erudite博士,
Court Advisor議郎,
Chancellor of Donghai東
海相
14 Sebastian Eicher
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THE CONNECT ION BETWEEN CHAPTER 39 AND THE RECOMMENDAT ION SYSTEM
OF THE LATER HAN
In order to understand the reason behind this we have to briefly turn to the recommenda-
tion system of the Later Han and especially the category of “filial and incorruptible”
(xiaolian孝廉), through which almost all the officials in Chapter 39 had begun their offi-
cial careers. A recommendation was one of the most important ways to achieve an office
during the Later Han dynasty. As Holcombe in his study In the Shadow of the Hanwrites:
“There were… three specific ways to be recommended for government office. These
were ‘local recommendation’ (hsüan-chü), direct summons either by the emperor
himself or by a ranking official, and inheritance—the ‘appointment of sons’ (jen-tzu).
Among the three, inheritance did not lead directly to any significant office, and direct
summons were of limited application, leaving ‘local recommendation’ to become a
kind of standard channel into the imperial bureaucracy.”51
There were several categories according to which a candidate could be recommended
for office,52 but “filial and incorruptible” was the most common one in the Later Han
dynasty. In all, we find the phrase “was recommended as filial and incorruptible” (ju
xiaolian擧孝廉) a staggering 120 times in the Hou Han shu. Already the emperors of
the Western Han dynasty started to appoint candidates for office according to their fili-
ality and this way of selecting officials gained steadily in importance throughout the
course of the dynasty.53 In one of his edicts Emperor Huan桓 (r. 146–68) summarizes
his high esteem for the category in the following words: “Filial and incorruptible men
and incorruptible officials are the ones who ought to administer cities and tend to the
people and who ought to restrict the criminals and recommend good [men]. They are
the root of prosperity and reform and they always have to be made the foundation”
丙戌，詔曰：「孝廉、廉吏皆當典城牧民，禁姦舉善，興化之本，恆必由之.54
For most times there were fixed annual quotas for people that had to be recommended
according to this category, but the emperors could increase or decrease the amount of rec-
ommended men according to the current needs of the state, as it happened for example in
the year 102 CE, when the following edict was issued: “The border commanderies with
more than a hundred thousand inhabitants should each recommend one filial and incor-
ruptible man per year. The ones with less than a hundred thousand inhabitants should rec-
ommend one man every second year and those with less than fifty thousand inhabitants
one every three years.”其令緣邊郡口十萬以上歲舉孝廉一人，不滿十萬二歲舉一人，
五萬以下三歲舉一人.55
Hans Bielenstein analyzed and described the recommendation system in his study on
the bureaucracy of the Han, but there are still some aspects of the process that are not
51Holcombe, Shadow of the Han, 76.
52Hans Bielenstein analyzed the recommendation system and the various categories for recommendation in
detail. For more information see Bielenstein, The Bureaucracy of Han Times, 132–38.
53See Bielenstein, The Bureaucracy of Han Times, 134. For a detailed analysis of the influence of filial piety
on the Han see Zhao, “Lun Handai de yi xiao zhi tianxia,” 80–82. For some interesting thoughts on the devel-
opment and meaning of this emphasis on filial piety on the political system of the Han, see Nylan, “Confucian
Piety and Individualism in Han China,” 1–27.
54HHS 7.288.
55HHS 4.189.
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clear. One of the biggest open questions is what the two values “filial” (xiao) and “incor-
ruptible” (lian) actually meant during the Later Han dynasty. We can at least partially
address this problem by analyzing the short stories or anecdotes that are occasionally pro-
vided by Fan Ye to explain the reason for a recommendation. From looking at these it
becomes clear that the described acts usually fall either in the category of “filial” or in
the one of “incorruptible.” Many of them have little to no connection to filiality and
instead rather tell us stories that demonstrate that somebody could not be influenced or
tempted by wealth and riches, like in the following examples:
Feng later met bandits. All his possessions were taken from him and only seven bolts of silk
remained whose whereabouts the bandits did not know about. Feng thereupon chased after
them and handed the [bolts] to them, saying: “I know that you gentlemen are in need. Therefore
I leave these to you as a present.” The bandits were surprised and said: “This is a worthy man.”
They returned all his goods to him. Later he was recommended as filial and incorruptible.
封後遇賊，財物悉被略奪，唯餘縑七匹，賊不知處，封乃追以與之，曰：「知諸君乏，
故送相遺。」賊驚曰：「此賢人也。」盡還其器物。後舉孝廉，56
This story contains no mention of relatives; instead it demonstrates that Feng would not
be corrupted by possessions. If this was the reason for his recommendation—which Fan
Ye’s order of the events strongly suggests—, we have to assume that this act somehow
fulfilled the requirements for somebody who was considered incorruptible (lian). The
next example is very similar:
Yu was sincere, generous and frugal. His father died and the officials and inhabitants of Ji
supported him with huge sums of money, but he would not accept any of it. He also gave
his fields and his house to his uncle and went to live somewhere else. In the eighth year he
was recommended as filial and incorruptible. He was gradually promoted.
禹性篤厚節儉。父卒，汲吏人賻送前後數百萬，悉無所受。又以田宅推與伯父，身
自寄止。永平八年，舉孝廉，稍遷；57
Again, we find the description of a man who willingly gave up everything, also for people
outside of his family, and in return was recommended as filial and incorruptible. The Hou
Hanshu containsmanymoreof these stories, somealsovery short, like the followingexample:
Tan Bao, style Wenyou, was a native of Xiaqiu in Shanyang. In his youth he became a
scholar. His family was poor but his intentions were pure. He would not accept any alms
from his home village. He was recommended as filial and incorruptible and repeatedly sum-
moned by the Offices of the Excellences, but he did not go to any of them.
檀 字文有，山陽瑕丘人也。少為諸生，家貧而志清，不受鄉里施惠。舉孝廉，連
辟公府，皆不就。58
These men were not interested in possessions and demonstrated that they could not be
corrupted, which qualified them for office.
56HHS 81.2683.
57HHS 44.1497.
58HHS 67.2215.
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The anecdotes that describe a candidate’s filiality aremore in accordance with our notions
of the value. We find, for example, the well-known trope of the son who grieves himself to
the verge of death over his parents’ grave:
Biao’s filial behavior was pure. His parents died and he ruined [his body] for three years. He
did not leave the grave hut. When the funeral service was finished, he was weak and emaci-
ated. Only after several years of medical treatment was he able to get up again…. At the end of
the Jianwu period he was recommended as filial and incorruptible.
彪孝行純至，父母卒，哀毀三年，不出廬寑。服竟，羸瘠骨立異形，醫療數年乃
起。[…]建武末，舉孝廉，[…].59
Extreme acts were not necessary. One version of filiality seems to have been the trans-
mission of the family’s teachings, as we see in the following example:
Dian, style Gongya, again transmitted his family’s teachings. As a Master of Writing he
taught in Yingchuan and had several hundred disciples. He was recommended as filial and
incorruptible and became a Gentleman.
典字公雅，復傳其家業，以尚書教授潁川，門徒數百人。舉孝廉為郎。60
Chapter 39 abounds in filiality anecdotes and as Section Five of this paper is an attempt to
categorize them, these two examples are sufficient for now. From the observations made
so far we can conclude the following: a recommendation as filial and incorruptible was
one of the most important ways into office during the Later Han and the value of filiality
was one of the cornerstones of the state ideology. People who committed either filial or
incorruptible acts gathered local fame, were recommended and then received offices. The
stories surrounding the recommendation made their way into the historiographical
material.
This leads to the second open question surrounding these materials. As Section Five
will demonstrate in more detail, the literary depiction of filiality is often both highly ster-
eotypical and exaggerated, which throws some doubt on its authenticity. The question of
the historical accuracy or truth behind the filiality anecdotes is therefore still debated.
Donald Holzman argues for the truthfulness and reliability of the described acts. He com-
pares them to phenomena like religious fundamentalism (“I believe they are true accounts
of life in the Latter Han dynasty”). Hans Bielenstein, on the other hand, is very skeptical
and believes them to be rhetorical tropes to describe circumstances or formalized praise
for historical figures.61 We will never know the answer, but in light of the political role
filiality played I would argue that it is too rash to discard the stories as mere rhetorical
devices or tales made up by the subjects themselves, their families, or the historians.
Let’s look, for example, at the motive of somebody being willing to be eaten by
hungry bandits in order to make them spare the life of a relative (this will be analyzed
in more detail in Section Five). Hans Bielenstein interpreted these and other tales
about cannibalism found in the Hou Han shu as a way to give the reader a clearer
59HHS 26.917.
60HHS 37.1258.
61Holzman, “The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient China,” 197–98, and Bielenstein, “Restoration,” 60–67.
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picture of difficult living conditions: “One should not literally understand that people
now and then resorted to cannibalism. The historian is not interested in recording that
cases of cannibalism perchance had occurred. He only wants to stress that the famine
was serious.”62 Bielenstein himself has impressively demonstrated that the Later Han
dynasty experienced many calamities and famines, especially in its beginning, where
many of the tales in Chapter 39 are situated.63 But the formalized and detailed way in
which the tales are told suggests a function that exceeds Fan Ye’s wish to describe
times of famine. Otherwise, he could have simply written that the times were so bad
that cannibalism happened repeatedly. This is indeed something the historian occasionally
did. The Hou Han shu contains twelve references to “people eating one another” 人相
食.64 Instead, Fan Ye decided to give his readers these highly standardized and quite
complex stories about people, who through outstanding behavior and a high level of
self-cultivation influenced society. It seems more plausible to me that the main function
of the tales was to characterize their protagonist and that the records reflect what the gov-
ernment had heard about a candidate from officials or the population. These stories about
filiality and incorruptibility seem to be the reasons the candidates were recommended,
rumors that reached the ears of local officials andwere later written down by court officials
to be kept in the archives. What makes the filiality stories so hard to believe is that they
seem strange and stereotypical from a modern point of view, but that does not mean that
they never happened. Holzman makes the convincing argument that the demand for
people in certain categories triggered such actions in the society: “There can be no
doubt whatever that one of the main incentives to filial behavior was the rewards the
Han government was willing to give to filial sons. Even more important than rewards,
the government created an official title that was often the first step for an otherwise
unknown man of the provinces to be promoted to an official post.”65
The exact procedure of how the filiality tales came to be written down and combined
with the other information about the historical individual is not clear. But with theDong-
guan Han ji and the other Later Han histories Fan Ye and Hua Qiao had access to a big
collection of biographies in which filiality played an important role. The importance of
the category “filial and incorruptible” seems, however, to have suffered strongly by the
time they compiled their works. The history about Hua Qiao’s own times, the Jin shu,
contains only twenty-three cases in which somebody was recommended in it and the
Song shu about Fan Ye’s (Liu) Song dynasty only three.66 Shen Yue also observed
this change in society. In the appraisal at the end of his own Xiaoyi chapter, he wrote:
“I, the chronicler and subject, say: In the time of the Han the noblemen took care of cul-
tivating themselves and therefore loyalty and filial piety became customs. Thereupon
they mounted the chariots and wore the caps [of officials]…”史臣曰：漢世士務治身，
故忠孝成俗，至乎乘軒服冕,….67 Keith Knapp in his Selfless Offspring writes: “By
62Bielenstein, “Restoration,” 63.
63See Bielenstein, “Restoration,” 150ff.
64See HHS 209, 214, 300, 376, 484, 647, 653, 1141, 1299, 1395, 2336, 2568.
65Holzman, “The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient China,” 196.
66To put this in perspective: the Sanguo zhi contains the phrase “ju xiaolian” 32 times and the Han shu 11
times.
67Song shu 91.2258f.
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the Eastern Jin (317–420), the ‘filial and incorrupt’ recommendation category became a
secondary means for obtaining public office, to the extent that only members of lesser
elite families, often called ‘cold gate [families]’ (hanmen), would deign to enter govern-
ment by this means.”68 Society had changed and for the two later historians studying the
materials of theDongguanHan ji and its various reworkings the recommendation as filial
and incorruptible must have seemed to be a typical characteristic of the Later Han state.
Therefore they might have seen the need to create a separate chapter in order to demon-
strate this to their readers. As Zhong Shulin writes on the collective chapters at the end of
the Hou Han shu, “Fan Ye specifically added collective chapters… in accordance with
the particularities of the Eastern Han society” 范晔根据东汉社会的特点，特意增设
了[…] 类专.69 This is very much true also for filial office holders during the Later
Han dynasty. Hua Qiao and Fan Ye selected the biographies that were the most fit to
describe the phenomenon—the ones with the most detailed filiality stories—and gath-
ered them. For the historians of the Later Han itself, on the other hand, an official
career that had started with a recommendation as filial and incorruptible and led to impor-
tant offices was nothing special. Therefore they most probably used different criteria to
arrange their biographies in the Dongguan Han ji.
EXTENT AND ROLE OF THE CHAPTER ’S F IL IAL P IETY CONTENT
After analyzing the textual history and the historical context it is time to focus on the filial
piety content of the biographies in Chapter 39. All the accounts contain at least one longer
anecdote in which the men demonstrate exemplary behavior. With very few exceptions
these are told right after the introduction and thus explain how the men were recom-
mended and how their official careers started. As Keith Knapp observes, “almost all
of these men spent their early lives outside of government and gained office only as a
reward for their filial behaviour.”70 But the similarities of the tales by no means end
here. Their contents are also highly similar. This is true to some extent for all medieval
filial piety tales. Knapp writes, that “the feats attributed to filial offspring are extremely
stereotyped and limited in number. In fact, early medieval authors credit many different
filial sons and daughters with performing the exact same exemplary act—that is, exam-
ples of the same story having different protagonists abound.”71 In Chapter 39, within the
rough dozen biographies sometimes as many as half contain basically the same anecdote,
which makes it possible to identify motives that were connected to filiality. The last
section of this paper is an attempt to identify the most common ones and to assess the
role they played for the official careers of the men.
One of the elements of Chapter 39’s filiality is devotion to dead parents—especially
mothers. It is attributed to a whole series of men and the motive with which this is
68Knapp, Selfless Offspring, 38. For a detailed comparison of the values for recommendations in the Six
Dynasties that shows the impressive drop in numbers see also Luo Xinben’s table; see Luo, “Liang-Jin
Nanchao de xiucai, xiaolian chaju,” 117.
69Zhong Shulin 鐘書林, Fan Ye zhi renge yu fengge 范曄之人格與風格 (Zhongguo shehui kexue chu-
banshe, 1991), 79.
70Knapp, Selfless Offspring, 59.
71Knapp, Selfless Offspring, 31.
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most commonly expressed is excessive behavior during the funeral and/or mourning
period. Zhou Pan’s biography contains the following brief description:
Later he missed his mother. He left his office and returned to his village. Thereupon his
mother perished. His grief went so far that he almost died himself. After the funeral services
were finished, he built a hut next to the grave mound.
後思母，弃官還鄉里。及母歿，哀至幾於毀滅，服終，遂廬于冢側。72
Pan thus decided to stay close to his mother’s grave. The following is written aboutWang
Lin and his brothers:
At this time, in Runan there was Wang Lin, [style] Juwei. When he was older than ten he
mourned his parents. Because great disorder happened, the hundred families fled. Only
Lin and his brothers guarded the graves and huts. They screamed and cried without pausing.
時汝南有王琳巨尉者，年十餘歲喪父母。因遭大亂，百姓奔逃，唯琳兄弟獨守塚廬，
號泣不絕。73
The brothers thus accepted the risk of meeting bandits and stayed at the grave of their
parents in order to guard it. A similar, but a bit more fleshed-out anecdote can be
found in Jiang Ge’s biography:
The governor invited him politely, but Ge did not respond because of his mother’s age.
When his mother died, he followed his nature [up to the point where he] was in danger
of dying. He once lay down on the ground in the grave hut and after the services were fin-
ished, he could not endure leaving. The governor of the region sent his deputy, in order to
release him from the funeral services, and used the opportunity to beg him to become an
official.
太守嘗備禮召，革以母老不應。及母終，至性殆滅，嘗寢伏冢廬，服竟，不忍除。
郡守遣丞掾釋服，因請以為吏。74
In this case, we are explicitly told that the excessive behavior of the biography’s subject
triggered a reaction of the society and improved Jiang Ge’s career perspective.
There are also less formalized versions of this motive. Cai Shun’s biography describes
him as facing lightning out in the open for his diseased mother:
The Governor Han Chong recruited him…. His mother had been afraid of thunder all her life.
Ever since she had passed away, Shun had, whenever there was the rumble of thunder, imme-
diately circled the grave mound. Crying, he had said: “I am here.” Chong heard of this and
whenever there was thunder, he immediately sent a carriage and a horse to the grave. Later
the Governor Bao Zhong recommended him as filial and incorruptible. But Shun was
unable to leave the grave and as a result did not go.
72HHS 39.1311.
73HHS 39.1300. There is a correspondingDGHJ fragment for this anecdote: “Wang Lin, style Juwei, was a
native of Runan. When he was older than ten years he mourned his parents. Because they encountered great
disorder the hundred families fled. Only Lin and his brothers remained and guarded the grave” 汝南王琳字
巨尉，年十餘，喪父母，遭大亂，百姓奔逃，唯琳兄弟獨守冢廬。DGHJ 15.645.
74HHS 39.1302.
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太守韓崇召[…]。母平生畏雷，自亡後，每有雷震，順輒圜冢泣，曰：「順在
此。」崇聞之，每雷輒為差車馬到墓所。後太守鮑眾舉孝廉，順不能遠離墳墓，
遂不就。75
Earlier in the biography, Cai Shun is described as protecting the unburied corpse of his
mother with his own flesh:
His mother was 90 years old and died of old age. He had not yet managed to bury her when a
fire broke out in his village. The fire was closing in on his mansion. Shun lay on the casket and
embraced it. He screamed, cried and shouted at Heaven. The fire thereupon sprang over them
and burned the other mansions. Shun alone managed to evade it.
母年九十，以壽終。未及得葬，里中災，火將逼其舍，順抱伏棺柩，號哭叫天，
火遂越燒它室，順獨得免。76
Cai Shun, therefore, is described as facing fire and lightning in order to protect his
mother’s corpse. Like in Jiang Ge’s biography, this behavior is said to have improved
his career perspectives and to have led to his recommendation as filial and incorruptible.
In all, five anecdotes in Chapter 39 deal with the strong devotion the men showed for their
dead parents, even when it meant physical harm for them. As we already saw above, this
motive is by no means confined to Chapter 39 and shows up numerous times all through
the Hou Han shu.77
The second motive we can identify in Chapter 39 is showing the willingness to sacri-
fice oneself in order to prevent living relatives from being killed. Donald Holzman
already stated that the chapter contains many anecdotes that “tell of brothers who sacri-
fice themselves so their elder or younger brothers will not be killed.”78 There is a certain
degree of variation: sometimes it is about the mother and not about brothers, and the biog-
raphy’s subject might either want to take care of a relative before being eaten or offer
himself to replace one that is about to be eaten by bandits. But all these anecdotes
contain the basic narrative of somebody who is willing to die for a cause related to broth-
ers or mothers and who, by this behavior, influences the people around him. Here is the
first example from Liu Ping’s biography:
Ping went out in the morning, searching for food. He met hungry bandits and they were about
to cook him. Ping kowtowed before them and said: “This morning I am searching for vege-
tables for my old mother. Her life depends on me. I hope you will allow me to first return to
her. When I am done feeding my mother, I will return to you and die.” Tears were streaming
down his face. When the bandits saw his utmost honesty, they were compassionate and sent
him away. Ping returned home and after he was done feeding his mother, he explained to her:
“I made an appointment with bandits. Righteousness must not be deceived.” Thereupon
he went back to the bandits. They were all greatly surprised and said to each other: “We
always heard about exemplary gentlemen. Today we have seen one. Master, go away! We
75HHS 39.1312.
76HHS 39.1312.
77It appears, for example, in the biographies of Wei Biao (HHS 26.917), Shentu Pan (HHS 53.1750), Fan
Shu (HHS 32.1122), Ji Rong (HHS 20.744), Cui Shi (HHS 52.1725), Zhi Yun (HHS 29.1023), Li Chong (HHS
81.2684), and Huang Xiang (HHS 80a.2613).
78Holzman, “The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient China,” 195
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can’t eat you.” As a result he managed to survive.
平朝出求食，逢餓賊，將亨之，平叩頭曰：「今旦為老母求菜，老母待曠為命，願
得先歸，食母異，還就死。」因涕泣。賊見其至誠，哀而遣之。平還，既食母訖，
因白曰：「屬與賊期，義不可欺。」遂還詣賊。眾皆大驚，相謂曰：「常聞烈士，
乃今見之。子去矣，吾不忍食子。」於是得全。79
Liu Ping’s willingness to sacrifice himself impressed the bandits somuch that they acknowl-
edged his moral superiority and refused to eat him. This might at first seem to be an unusual
event, but the motive also makes an appearance in the biography of Zhao Xiao:
Thereupon the realm fell into disorder and people ate each other. [Zhao] Xiao’s younger
brother Li was captured by hungry bandits. When Xiao heard about this, he tied himself
and went to the bandits. He told them: “Li has been starving for a long time and is skinny
now. I am fatter.” The bandits were greatly surprised and released them. They told them:
“You can go home. Grab rice and provisions and return to us.” Xiao searched [for food],
but he was unable to obtain any. He went back and reported this to the bandits. He wished
to be cooked by them [instead]. They thought that he was extraordinary and thus did not
harm him. In his home village he was admired for his righteousness. The regions and prov-
inces summoned him and his every step was done in accordance with the rules of propriety.
He was recommended as filial and incorruptible, but did not answer [the call].
及天下亂，人相食。孝弟禮為餓賊所得，孝聞之，即自縛詣賊，曰：「禮久餓羸瘦，
不如孝肥飽。」賊大驚，並放之，謂曰：「可且歸，更持米糒來。」孝求不能得，
復往報賊，願就亨。眾異之，遂不害。鄉黨服其義。州郡辟召，進退必以禮。舉孝廉，
不應。80
This time the man wants to sacrifice himself in order to save his younger brother.81 In the
middle section the reader is given more details, while the end of the anecdote is shorter
79HHS 39.1296. There is a correspondingDGHJ fragment for this anecdote: ‘Ping went out in the morning,
searching for food. He met hungry bandits and they were about to cook him. Ping kowtowed before them and
said: ‘This morning I am searching for vegetables for my old mother. Her life depends on me. I hope you will
allow me to first return to her. When I am done feeding my mother, I will return to you and die.’ Tears were
streaming down his face. When the bandits saw his utmost honesty, they were compassionate and sent him
away. Ping returned home and after he was done feeding his mother, he explained to her: ‘I made an appoint-
ment with bandits. Righteousness must not be deceived.’ Thereupon he went back to the bandits. They were all
greatly surprised and said to each other: ‘We always heard about exemplary gentlemen. Today we have seen
one. Go away! We can’t eat you.’ Thereupon he managed to survive”平朝出求食，逢餓賊，將烹之，叩頭
曰：「今旦為老母求菜，老母待歸為命，願得歸，食母畢，還就。」因涕泣，賊哀而遣之。平還，
食母訖，因白曰：「屬與賊期，義不可欺。」遂還詣賊。眾皆大驚，相謂曰：「常聞烈士，今乃見
之。去矣，吾不忍食子。」於是得全。DGHJ 15.639.
80HHS 39.1299. There is a corresponding DGHJ fragment for this anecdote: “At the time of Wang Mang,
the realm was in disorder and people ate each other. [Zhao] Xiao’s younger brother Li was captured by hungry
bandits.When Xiao heard about this, he tied himself and went to the bandits. He told them: ‘Li has been starving
for a long time and is skinny now. I am fatter.’ The bandits were greatly surprised and released them”王莽時，
天下亂，人相食，孝弟禮為餓賊所得，孝聞，即自縛詣賊，曰：「禮久餓羸瘦，不如孝肥。」餓賊
大驚，並放之。DGHJ 15.641.
81Donald Holzman remarks on the role of brothers in filial piety: “Filial piety, probably from its beginnings,
included fraternal piety, that is, respect of an elder brother by his junior, and general brotherly (and sisterly?)
feelings among the members of the family. Many of the stories of filial piety tell of this kind of feeling, partic-
ularly of sacrifices of one brother for another.” Holzman, “The Place of Filial Piety in Ancient China,” 195.
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and the bandits do not explain their decision to let the brothers go. But overall, the motive
is strikingly similar. Again we are told that the behavior led to a reputation and later on to
a recommendation for an official post.
The biography of Jiang Ge then contains yet another version of the motive. This time,
it is the mother who is in danger:
It happened that the realm fell into disorder and thieves and bandits rose [in rebellion]. Ge
carried his mother away to evade the difficulties. He was prepared to go through hardships
and dangers and always collected [food] in order to feed her. They encountered bandits
many times and on one occasion [they] seized him and were about to leave [with him]. Ge
immediately started crying and pled for mercy. He told them that he had an old mother
[depending on him] and his way of speaking was honest. It was sufficient to move the
others. The bandits thus could not assault him. Some of them pointed out to him the
methods of how to evade soldiers and thereupon they managed to evade the difficulties
unharmed.
遭天下亂，盜賊並起，革負母逃難，備經阻險，常採拾以為養。數遇賊，或劫欲將去，
革輒涕泣求哀，言有老母，辭氣愿款，有足感動人者。賊以是不忍犯之，或乃指避
兵之方，遂得俱全於難。82
Again, the bandits are moved by the subject’s upright character and ultimately refrain
from causing him harm.
The motive is so common in the chapter that the historians could describe it in fewer
and fewer words, because the reader is already able to supplement details with the help of
his imagination. In the biography of Chunyu Gong, it is reduced to one sentence:
At the end [of the time] of Wang Mang there were crop failures and soldiers rose [in rebel-
lion]. Gong’s younger brother Chong was about to be cooked by thieves. Gong begged them
to replace him and they both managed to get away.
王莽末，歲飢兵起，恭兄崇將為盜所亨，恭請代，得俱免。83
Three of the subordinated biographies were included into Chapter 39 solely for containing
this motive. In Wang Lin’s biography, it is the younger brother who is about to be eaten:
Hisyounger brother Jiwent out andmet theRedEyebrows.Theywere about to eat him.Linbound
himself and begged them to die before Ji. The bandits took pity on them and thereupon they
released them [both] and sent themaway.Because of thishis namebecame famous in their village.
弟季，出遇赤眉，將為所哺，琳自縛，請先季死，賊矝而放遣，由是顯名鄉邑。84
Here, again, the historian remarks that the reward for the courage was a good reputation.
About Ermeng Ziming and Checheng Ziwei we read:
82HHS 39.1302.
83HHS 39.1301.
84HHS 39.1300. There is a corresponding DGHJ fragment for this anecdote: “His younger brother Ji went
out and met the Red Eyebrow bandits. They were about to eat him. Lin bound himself and begged them to die
before Ji. The bandits took pity with them and released them”弟季出，遇赤眉賊，將為餔。琳自縛，請先
季死，賊矜而放之。DGHJ 15.645.
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There were also Ermeng Ziming, [a native of] the kingdom of Qi, and Checheng Ziwei, [a
native of] the province of Liang. Their brothers were caught by the Red Eyebrows. They
were about to be eaten. Meng and Cheng kowtowed and begged to substitute them. The
bandits pitied them and released them both.
又齊國兒萌子明、梁郡車成子威二人，兄弟並見執於赤眉，將食之，萌、成叩頭，
乞以身代，賊亦哀而兩釋焉。85
In all, the motive of showing the willingness for self-sacrifice shows up six times in
Chapter 39. In this case, the majority of these stories are contained in Chapter 39.
There are cases outside of the chapter, but they are very few.86
The third distinguishable motive in Chapter 39 is the high degree of selflessness and
devotion shown by the men in order to comfort their living mothers. Jiang Ge’s biogra-
phy alone tells two stories about his attempts:
Whenever it was time for the harvest, the counties registered the population. Ge, because of
the old age of his mother, did not want her to be shaken by the movement [of the cart]. He
therefore put himself into the yoke of the cart and did not use a cow or a horse. Thereupon
his village praised him and called him “Jing the vastly filial.”
每至歲時，縣當案比，革以母老，不欲搖動，自在轅中輓車，不用牛馬，由是鄉里
稱之曰「江巨孝」。87
We are told that the subject of the biography readily accepted the pain of a strenuous task in
order to help a relative. The already well-known threefold partition is again very visible.
After the description of the situation, the subject of the biography is described as having
certain behavior and this triggers a reaction from society, in this case gaining a reputation
in the village. Elsewhere in Ge’s biography, we are told that:
Ge moved to Xiapi and stayed there as a guest. He was poor, naked and barefoot. He let
himself be hired [as a worker] in order to provide for his mother. Of the goods that made
her more comfortable there was nothing that he would not give her.
革轉客下邳，窮貧裸跣，行傭以供母，便身之物，莫不必給。88
Ge was thus willing to let himself be hired as a laborer, thereby accepting a low social role
in order to be able to provide for his mother.89 The biography of Zhao Zi contains the
following anecdote about him comforting his mother:
85HHS 39.1300.
86Bandits are commonly used in all kinds of stories, often also possession-related. Hans Bielenstein, there-
fore, identified them as a motive in the HHS. See Bielenstein, “Restoration,” 65ff. Here, however, only those
tales with the element of self-sacrifice are looked at, and the only other examples I encountered so far are found
in the biographies of Jiang Gong (HHS 53.1749) and Bao Xian (HHS 79b.2570).
87HHS 39.1302. There is also a corresponding DGHJ fragment: “Jiang Ge’s mother was eighty years old
and Ge did not want her to be shaken by the movement [of the cart]. He therefore always put himself into
the yoke of the cart and did not use a cow or a horse.” 江革母年八十，革不欲搖動之，常自居轅內輓
車，不用牛馬。DGHJ 15.648.
88HHS 39.1302.
89For some thoughts on the meaning of this self-degradation, see Keith Knapp, “Exemplary Everymen: Guo
Shidao and Guo Yuanping as Confucian Commoners,” Asia Major, Third Series 23 (2010), 105.
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Once during the night thieves came in order to rob them. Zi was afraid, that his mother would
become scared. Thereupon he reached the gate first and welcomed the thieves. They asked
him to prepare food for them. He excused himself and said: “My old mother is eighty
years old. She is sick and needs to be nourished. We live in poverty. From morning to
evening I have nothing I could save. But please take some clothes and provisions.” [He
was willing to give them] his wife, his children, his things and everything else. There was
nothing he begged [to keep] for [himself]. The thieves were ashamed and sighed. Kneeling
[before him], they excused themselves, saying: “Our violation was insolent. We tyrannized
a worthy man.” After they finished speaking, they fled. Zi pursued them in order to give
them his things, but couldn’t reach them. Because of this he became more famous. He was
summoned and made Court Advisor. He excused himself because of illness and did not go.
盜嘗夜往劫之，咨恐母驚懼，乃先至門迎盜，因請為設食，謝曰：「老母八十，疾
病須養， 居貧，朝夕無儲，乞少置衣糧。」妻子物餘，一無所請。盜皆慙歎，跪而
辭曰：「所犯無狀，干暴 賢者。」言畢奔出，咨追以物與之，不及。由此益知名。
徵拜議郎，辭疾不到，90
Here, the motive of doing everything to comfort one’s mother is tightly interwoven with
another very common one in theHou Han shu: that of not being attached to material pos-
sessions. Zhao Zi is described as being willing to sacrifice not only all his possessions but
even his wife and children in order to reach his goal. Again, this high level of devotion is
said to have increased his reputation and his prospects for an official career.
Cai Shun’s biography contains the most extreme example of how the men paid atten-
tion to their mothers:
Shun became an orphan when he was still young and he nourished his mother. Once he went
out in search of firewood, when a travelling soldier arrived [at his home]. When his mother
saw that Shun was not back yet she bit her finger. Shun was thereupon moved in his heart. He
dropped the firewood and hurried home. On his knees he asked her for the reason. The mother
said: “A guest in an urgent situation arrived, so I bit my finger in order to make you aware of
this.” At the age of 90 his mother died of old age.
順少孤，養母。嘗出求薪，有客卒至，母望順不還，乃噬其指，順即心動，弃薪馳歸，
跪問其故。母曰：「有急客來，吾噬指以悟汝耳。」母年九十，以壽終。91
Four anecdotes, therefore, deal with the various attempts of the men to comfort their
mothers. The actual deeds vary, but the basic idea is the same: all of them reduced
90HHS 39.1313. There is a correspondingDGHJ fragment for this anecdote: “Once during the night thieves
came in order to rob them. Zi was afraid, that his mother would become scared. Thereupon he reached the gate
first and welcomed the thieves. They asked him to prepare food for them. He excused himself and said: ‘My old
mother is eighty years old. She is sick and needs to be nourished.We live in poverty. Frommorning to evening I
have nothing I could save. But please take some clothes and provisions. My wife, my children, my things and
everything else, there is nothing I begrudge.’ The thieves were ashamed and sighed. Kneeling [before him], they
excused themselves, saying: ‘Our violation was insolent. We tyrannized a worthy man.’ After they finished
speaking, they fled.” 盜嘗夜往劫之，咨恐母驚懼，乃先至門迎盜，因請為設食，謝曰：「老母八十，
疾病須養，居貧無儲，乞少置衣糧，妻子餘物無所惜。」諸盜皆慚歎，跪曰：「所犯無狀，干暴賢
者。」言畢奔走。DGHJ 15.654.
91HHS 39.1312.
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their own comfort in order to improve the condition of their mothers. By this, they gained
a reputation.
It is not just the mothers who are the targets of the filial acts. As with the bandit anec-
dotes, it can also be a brother or his offspring that receives special attention. Raising or
supporting male relatives in need is a fourth discernible motive of Chapter 39. In an anec-
dote about Liu Ban’s ancestor, we read the following:
Yu was especially benevolent and sincere. Early on he lost his mother and at this time Ping,
his younger brother born by the same mother and the Marquis of Pengcheng, was still very
young. Yu therefore personally raised and nourished him. He always went to bed with him
and rose with him and ate and drank with him. Until he was full grown he never left his
side. Ping then died of illness and Yu cried and spit blood. A fewmonths later he perished, too.
而紆尤慈篤。早失母，同產弟原鄉侯平尚幼，紆親自鞠養，常與共臥起飲食。及成人，
未嘗離左右。平病卒，紆哭泣歐血，數月亦歿。92
In Chunyu Gong’s biography, it is the son of a brother:
Later [his brother] Chong died. Gong nourished the young orphan [he had left behind]. He
taught him [classical] learning. When [the orphan] violated the rules, [Gong] immediately
turned him around, used a rod and gave himself a beating, in order to move him and make
him comprehend. The boy [would then] be ashamed and correct his mistakes.
後崇卒，恭養孤幼，教誨學問，有不如法，輒反用杖自箠，以感悟之，兒慙而改
過。93
Liu Kai refuses to inherit his father’s possessions and positions and wants his younger
brother to receive them. Stylistically, this anecdote differs from the other tales, as it
includes extensive speech acts of Jia Kui and Emperor He. Because of its length, the
version given here is slightly shortened:
[Liu] Kai, style Boyu, was in line to succeed to Ban’s noble rank. He yielded it to his younger
brother Xian and ran away in order avoid [his own] enfeoffment. After a long time, in the
Zhanghe reign (87–88), the officials handed in a memorial in which they asked to split up
Kai’s state. [But] Suzong was fond of [Kai’s] righteousness and he was very worried of
doing him wrong. Kai had still not come forth. After more than ten years had passed, in
the tenth year of the Yongyuan reign (99), the officials again submitted a memorial. The
Palace Attendant Jia Kui used the opportunity to hand the following letter to the emperor:
“…I observed that Kai, son and heir of Liu Ban, the Marquee of Juchao, has always acted
filial and companionable. He is humble, modest and pure. He yielded his fief to his
younger brother Xian and hid himself far from the path.… He has the integrity of Boyi
and it is adequate to show him sympathy and mercy and to [let him] complete his former
merits, in order to increase the beauty of this court’s esteemed virtue.” Emperor He accepted
this and gave the following order: “Kai, the heir and son of Liu Ban, the former Marquis of
Juchao, ought to inherit his father’s noble rank. But he says that his father entrusted him with
his wish of giving the state to the younger brother Xian and has been in hiding for seven years,
where he protects his complete sincerity. Now, worshiping the way of the kings brings the
92HHS 39.1303.
93HHS 39.1301.
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admirable qualities of a man to perfection. He thus shall be heard and Xian is to inherit the
noble rank.…” Thereupon he summoned Kai and made him a Gentleman. He was slowly
promoted to Palace Attendant.
愷字伯豫，以當襲般爵，讓與弟憲，遁逃避封。久之，章和中，有司奏請絕愷國，
肅宗美其義，特優假之，愷猶不出。積十餘歲，至永元十年，有司復奏之，侍中賈
逵因上書曰：[…]竊見居巢侯劉般嗣子愷，素行孝友，謙遜絜清，讓封弟憲，潛身
遠迹。[…]有伯夷之節，宜蒙矜宥，全其先功，以增聖朝尚德之美。」和帝納之，
下詔曰：「故居巢侯劉般嗣子愷，當襲般爵，而稱父遺意，致國弟憲，遁亡七年，
所守彌篤。蓋王法崇善，成人之美。其聽憲嗣爵。[…]」乃徵愷，拜為郎，稍遷侍
中。94
Liu Kai therefore gave up his position and even went against the law to improve his
brother’s situation. He had to stand his ground for years before the emperor finally
granted his wish. The result, however, justified the means. The emperor is said to have
recognized his qualities and his insistence opened up the way to a career that would
climax in the position of one of the Nine Ministers.95 Liu Kai’s biography—despite its
considerable length—does not contain another filial piety anecdote, but the value is nev-
ertheless central to it, as he plays a role in a court discussion about the appropriate mourn-
ing period. His biography also briefly says: “He was given 300,000 coins and with his
salary of a thousand piculs he went home and nourished [his relatives]”加賜錢三十萬，
以千石祿歸養,….96
The most extreme version of brotherly affection is contained in Liu Ping’s biography.
He sacrifices his own child for the one of his brother:
At the time of the Gengshi emperor the realm fell into disorder. Ping’s younger brother Zhong
was killed by bandits. Afterwards the bandits suddenly returned and Ping steadied his mother
and they escaped the difficulties on foot. Zhong had left behind a newborn girl in her first year
of life. Ping bundled up Zhong’s daughter and abandoned his [own] son. His mother wanted
him to return to get him, but Ping did not listen to her. He said: “My physical strength leaves
me unable to keep them both alive. Zhong’s line must not be cut off.” Thereupon they fled and
did not look back. Together with the mother they hid in the wilderness and marshes.
更始時，天下亂，平弟仲為賊所殺。其後賊復忽然而至，平扶侍其母，奔走逃難。
仲遺腹女始一歲，平抱仲女而弃其子。母欲還取之，平不聽，曰：「力不能兩活，
仲不可以絕類。」遂去不顧，與母俱匿野澤中。97
94HHS 39.1306. There is a corresponding DGHJ fragment for this anecdote; see DGHJ 15.652.
95Liu Kai, like his father and Liu Ping, was made Director of the Imperial Clan (zongzheng) 宗正. HHS
39.1307.
96HHS 39.1308.
97HHS 39.1295f. There is a corresponding DGHJ fragment for this anecdote: “At the time of the Gengshi
emperor the realm fell into disorder. Ping’s younger brother Zhongwas killed by bandits. Afterwards the bandits
suddenly returned and Ping steadied his mother and they escaped the difficulties on foot. He bundled up
Zhong’s daughter and abandoned his [own] son. His mother wanted him to return to get him, but Ping did
not listen to her. He said: ‘My physical strength leaves me unable to make them both survive. Zhong’s line
must not be cut off.’ Thereupon they fled and did not look back. Together with the mother they hid in the wil-
derness andmarshes”更始時，天下亂，平弟仲為賊所殺。其後賊忽然而至，平扶侍其母，奔走逃難，
抱仲遺腹女而棄其子。母欲還取之，平不聽，曰：「力不能兩活，仲不可以絕類。」遂去不顧，與
母俱匿野澤中。DGHJ 15.639.
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Liu Ping is described as valuing his brother’s daughter more than his own son and as
therefore sacrificing him.
To conclude, four anecdotes describe the length to which some of the men went in
order to nourish their male relatives. Again, the content varies from anecdote to anecdote,
but the basic aim of the men is always to improve the situation of male relatives at their
own expense.
The four categories we saw so far clearly fall under the category “filiality.” What is
surprisingly rare in Chapter 39 are “incorruptibility” stories, i.e. stories in which the
men demonstrate that they cannot be moved by wealth and power struggles. We saw
that people gave away their possessions for their relatives, but so far we have not encoun-
tered a typical incorruptibility story where the addressee of the act is somebody outside of
the family. Chunyu Gong’s account contains one of them, in which he is described as
routinely helping thieves that are stealing from his possessions. He does so in order to
prevent them from feeling ashamed:
His family owned mountains, fields, and fruit-trees. People sometimes trespassed and stole
and he would immediately help them gather and pluck. Furthermore, when he saw that some-
body was stealing mowed grain, Gong was worried that they might feel ashamed and because
of this he would lie low in the grass. Only when the thief had left did he get up again. His
village was reformed by him.
家有山田果樹，人或侵盜，輒助為收採。又見偷刈禾者，恭念其愧，因伏草中，盜
去乃起，里落化之。98
One of the subordinated biographies also consists solely of an anecdote about incorrupt-
ibility. Wang Wang is said to have nourished starving commoners, despite the risk of
being punished for acting without authority:
At this time disasters and droughts hit the regions and provinces. The common people fell into
poverty. [Wang]Wang inspected his district and on his way he saw hungry people. They wan-
dered around naked and made grass their food. They were more than 500 people and he had
sympathy for them and pitied them. On his own authority, he declared it appropriate to issue
cloth and grain from local supplies. He gave them the provisions from the government
granary and had coarse clothes made for them.
是時州郡災旱，百姓窮荒，望行部，道見飢者，裸行草食，五百餘人，愍然哀之，
因以便宜出所在布粟，給其稟糧，為作褐衣。99
In all, only two anecdotes deal with such incorruptible behavior. Compared to the eigh-
teen tales about filial deeds, they are surprisingly rare. This suggests that Fan Ye and Hua
Qiao emphasized filiality when they compiled the chapter.
There is a sixth category of anecdotes that somewhat breaks the boundaries
between filiality and incorruptibility. It is behavior that is very similar to the behav-
ior shown in the filiality anecdotes, but instead of being targeted towards close
family members, i.e. mother, father and brothers, it is non-relatives that are being
98HHS 39.1301.
99HHS 39.1297.
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helped by the biography’s subject. Keith Knapp refers to them as “righteousness
tales.”100 Chapter 39 contains three of them and they are all versions of the
bandit motive seen above. Liu Ping’s biography describes how he would have will-
ingly died for his superior:
At the beginning of the Jianwu period PengMeng, the General-who-Pacifies-the-Di-Barbarians,
rebelled in Pengcheng. He attacked SunMeng, the governor of the region, and defeated him. At
that time, Ping had again been made an official of the province. He drew his sword, threw
himself on Meng’s body and took seven wounds. He was in difficulties and did not know
what to do. Crying, he begged them: “I wish to replace the lord of my prefecture [and die in
his stead].” The bandits thereupon held back their weapons and paused. They said: “This is a
righteous gentleman. He is not to be killed.” Thereupon, they released them and let them go.
建武初，平狄將軍龐萌反於彭城，攻敗郡守孫萌。平時復為郡吏，冒白刃伏萌身上，
被 七創，困頓不知所為，號泣請曰：「願以身代府君。」賊乃斂兵止，曰：「此義
士也，勿殺。」遂解去。101
This is very similar to the bandit anecdotes above, with the difference that this time Liu
Ping would sacrifice his life for a non-relative. The bandits explicitly call this behavior
“righteous.” Later on, in the same biography, Liu Ping is described as diligently nourish-
ing his wounded superior with his own blood:
Meng’s wounds were critical and he passed out. After a while, he regained consciousness and
asked for something to drink. Ping poured out blood from his wounds and gave it to him to
drink. A few days later Meng finally died. Ping thereupon wrapped his wounds and brought
back Meng’s dead body to his native province.
萌傷甚氣絕，有頃蘇，渴求飲。平傾其創血以飲之。後數日萌竟死，平乃裹創，扶
送萌喪，至其本縣。102
Wei Tan’s biography also tells the already well-known self-sacrifice story in connection
with non-relatives:
In Langye [there was] Wei Tan, [style] Shaoxian. It happened that he was captured by hungry
bandits. Together with several tens of others he was tied up and they were to be cooked
according to their hierarchy. The bandits saw that Tan seemed to be diligent and generous.
They therefore ordered him to be the master [of the cooking activities]. In the evening they
immediately tied him up again. Among the bandits there was one Yi Changgong, who
took extreme pity on Tan. He secretly untied the ropes and told him: “Your officials will
all be eaten. Escape from here immediately.” He replied: “I was made their lord. If I am
allowed to remain, then the others will be treated like roots and grass and it will seem
better to eat me.” Changgong thought of him as righteous. At dawn he pardoned them and
sent them away. Together they managed to get away. Tan became Prefect of Zhujia in the
Yongping reign (58–75).
100Keith Knapp distinguishes between filiality and righteousness. He states that “filiality and righteousness
are part of the same moral continuum” and defines righteousness as “merely filiality extended to the larger com-
munity.” Knapp, “Exemplary Everymen,” 113.
101HHS 39.1296.
102HHS 39.1296.
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琅邪魏譚少閒者，時亦為飢寇所獲，等輩數十人皆束縛，以次當亨。賊見譚似謹厚，
獨令主，暮輒執縛。賊有夷長公，特哀念譚，密解其縛，語曰：「汝曹皆應就食，
急從此去。」對曰：「譚為諸君，恆得遺餘，餘人皆茹草萊，不如食我。」長公義之，
相曉赦遣，並得俱免。譚永平中為主家令。103
Again, the behavior is called “righteous.” The historian also directly connects it to receiv-
ing an office.
To conclude this section, Chapter 39 contains many anecdotes about filial behavior
towards relatives that can be sorted into four broad categories or motives: excessive
behavior after the death of a relative, showing the willingness to sacrifice one’s own
life for a relative, comforting one’s mother and raising a male relative. In their core,
they are all variations of the same idea: that someone is willing to make significant sac-
rifices for his family at his own expense. The object of sacrifice might be one’s own life,
one’s energy or one’s material sources, and it might be directed toward both the living
and the dead.Many of these stories are said to have had a great influence on the reputation
and/or career of the men. That these tales, besides their somewhat broad spectrum, for
Fan Ye were indeed manifestations of filiality becomes clear from his appraisal (zan)
to the chapter. Here, the historian summarizes the biographies in the following way:
The appraisal says: Gongzi (Liu Ping) and Changping (Zhao Xiao) encountered robbers,
yielded [their lives for relatives] and survived. Chunyu (Chunyu Gong) was humane and
brotherly, the Vastly Filial (Jiang Ge) received his name for this [behavior]. Juchao (fief of
Liu Pan) studied well and thereupon took up an official salary for his family. Boyu (Liu
Kai) hesitated [to accept his father’s fief] and followed in the steps of [Boyi and Shuqi
from] Guzhu [in order to benefit his younger brother]. Wenchu (Zhao Zi) [wanted a]
simple end [so that] his corpse would rot away quickly [and not waste resources]. Zhou
(Zhou Pan) was able to miss his mother. He “cherished the gods and nourished” his
fortune.104
103HHS 39.1300. There is a corresponding DGHJ fragment for this anecdote: “At the end of the time of
Wang Mang the government was in disorder. Robbers and bandits rose in rebellion and people ate each
other. Tan was captured by barbarians. Together with several tens of others he was tied up and after some
time they would be eaten. They saw that Tan seemed to be diligent and generous. Therefore they released
only him and ordered him to be the master of the cooking activities. There was Yi Changgong who took
pity on Tan. He told him: ‘Your officials will all die according to their hierarchy. I pity you, escape from
here immediately.’ Tan was unwilling to go. He kowtowed and replied: ‘I was always fed first as the head
of the men. I ate fragrant meat and my meat is savory. The others all only ate vegetables. They are lean and
thin. Their meat is smelly and cannot be eaten. I want to die ahead of the others.’ Changgong thought of
him as righteous. Thereupon [the bandits] said to each other that this guy was righteous and that he should
be pitied. The bandits thereupon released them all and the several tens of men all escaped.” 王莽末，政
亂，盜賊起，人民相食。譚為夷所得，等輩數十皆縛束，當稍就噉。見譚貌謹敕，獨放，令主炊
養。有夷長公哀譚，謂曰：「汝曹皆當以次死，哀縱汝，急宜去。」譚不肯去，叩頭曰：「我常為
諸君主炊養，食馨肉肌香，餘皆菜食，羸瘦，肉腥臊不可食，願先等輩死。」長公義之，即相謂此兒
有義，可哀縱也。賊遂皆放之，數十人皆得脫。DGHJ 15.643.
104Here Fan Ye partially quotes Zhou Pan’s last words. Zhou Pan’s biography contains the following
description: “The Excellencies summoned him three times to their prefectures. They all called him in special
ways because he was in possession of the Way. Pan told a friend: ‘Formerly Fang Hui and Qi Fu cherished
the gods and nourished the harmony. They did not—for fame or personal gain—disturb their methods for
living [long]. My parents have perished, why should I follow possessions?’ Thereupon he did not answer
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贊曰：公子、長平，臨寇讓生。淳于仁悌，「巨孝」以名。居巢好讀，遂承家祿。
伯豫逡巡，方迹孤竹。文楚薄終，喪朽惟速。周能感親，嗇神養福。105
Fan Ye praises the seven men for either sacrificing their lives in the face of robbers,
being brotherly, nourishing their relatives with an official salary, being frugal for the
sake of the family, or considering their parents. The close connection between
holding an official post and filiality that was explained in the preface is stressed
again. To a much lesser extent, the chapter also contains stories about incorruptibility
and anecdotes where similar motives are found in connection with non-relatives. But
these categories seem to have played only a minor role for the compilation of the
chapter.
In the above quoted appraisal Fan Ye attributed one motive to each of the biography
holders. But as this section has shown, many biographies contain more than just one of
them. Table 4 shows the distribution of the characters for the main biographies and con-
trasts them with the total length.
Table 4 shows that some men are described as being willing to sacrifice in several of
the four ways connected to filiality. But the figures also show that their biographies are
not dominated by the stories of filial piety. In most cases, significantly more space is used
for the description of their official careers.107 The anecdotes, therefore, serve as a kind of
connector between the biographies of important officials. They describe character traits
the men share and that qualified them for their posts, but are not the main information to
be conveyed.
The subordinated biographies of Chapter 39 show a far more diverse picture, as seen in
Table 5.
While some of the subordinated accounts do not contain any filial piety tales, others
consist purely of them. This can be explained by the different reasons for including
the biographies in the chapter. The two accounts of Wang Fu and Wang Wang were
included because the men were recommended together with Liu Ping, not because
they themselves were exemplars for filiality. Cai Shun, Wei Tan, Ermeng Ziming, and
Checheng Ziwei, on the other hand, were included in the chapter only for being exem-
plars of the four motives; hence, almost their entire short biographies are concerned
with their filiality or righteousness.
[the summons].” 公府三辟，皆以有道特徵，磐語友人曰：「昔方回、支父嗇神養和，不以榮利滑其
生術。吾親以沒矣，從物何為？」遂不應。HHS 39.1311.
105HHS 39.1316.
107As pointed out above, especially in the case of the last biographies the historian remarks on the filial piety
of the subjects, but restrains the filiality tales to a minimum. Zhao Zi’s biography simply states: “Zi became an
orphan when he was still young. His behavior was filial and the regions and provinces summoned him and rec-
ommended him as filial and incorruptible, but he did not go to either of them”咨少孤，有孝行，州郡召舉孝廉，
並不就。HHS 39.1313. Zhou Pan’s biography contains the following description: “He lived in poverty and
nourished his mother. They were lacking the basic necessities [of life] and [their means] were insufficient”
居貧養母，儉薄不充。HHS 39.1311. It is unclear whether Fan Ye could not find anecdotes in his sources
or if he assumed that the reader at this point of the chapter could imagine what kind of behavior these short
statements implied.
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TABLE 4. Filiality and incorruptibility anecdotes in the main biographies of Chapter 39.
Grave Bandits Comforting Raising Incorruptibility Righteousness Total % Topical
Liu Ping劉平 98 76 66
37
555 0.5
Zhao Xiao趙孝 68 295 0.23
Chunyu Gong
淳于恭
21 30 37 309 0.29
Jiang Ge江革 41 71 36
22
462 0.37
Liu Ban劉般 49 760 0.06
Zhou Pan周磐 24 304 0.08
Zhao Zi赵咨 84 1090106 0.08
TABLE 5. Filiality and incorruptibility anecdotes in the subordinated biographies of Chapter 39.
Grave Bandits Comforting Raising Incorruptibility Righteousness Total % Topical
Wang Wang王望 46 166 0.28
Wang Fu王扶 102 0
Wei Tan魏譚 104 106 0.98
Wang Lin王琳 36 28 73 0.88
Ermeng Ziming
兒萌子明 and
Checheng
Ziwei車成子威
41 41 1
Liu Kai劉愷 266 1152 0.23
Cai Shun蔡順 63 38
54
166 0.93
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CONCLUS ION
This paper was an attempt to analyze the textual history and content of Hou Han shu’s
Chapter 39 and to see what sets it apart from the later more standardized filial piety chap-
ters. The detailed analysis of the textual history and sources led to the following
conclusions:
While it is well established that Fan Ye was heavily inspired by Hua Qiao, by analyz-
ing the fragments of older histories on the Later Han dynasty it could be shown that Hua
did not author the biographies himself but mostly recompiled already existing content
and arranged it according to the criterion of filiality. The biographies he and Fan Ye
chose can in almost every case be traced back all the way to the Dongguan Han ji and
thus to the Later Han dynasty itself.
The reason why Hua Qiao and Fan Ye were the first to compile such a chapter and why
the Dongguan Han ji authors did not do so is probably related to the change of impor-
tance of the recommendation category of “filial and incorruptible.” Judging by the
number of people who received this honor during the Later Han dynasty, the connection
of filiality and office holding must have been a commonplace for the historians of that
time. Therefore they probably did not see the necessity to arrange a chapter solely for
filial office holders, but instead chose to categorize the biographies according to different
criteria. For Hua Qiao and Fan Ye, on the other hand, writing in times when the recom-
mendation as filial and incorruptible had already become somewhat exotic or antiquated,
it must have seemed to be one of the main characteristics of the Later Han state. From
their perspective it therefore made sense to arrange such a chapter out of the older mate-
rials in order to demonstrate this to their readers.
Because of the importance of the recommendation as filial and incorruptible, the Chap-
ter’s subjects were influential political figures, unlike many of the later representatives of
filiality whose biographies were included in Xiaoyi chapters. As a result of this, the filial
piety tales do not make up the majority of the text. The chapter contains much more
extensive materials about the careers of the men. Far from being a simple collection of
filial piety tales like many of the later Xiaoyi chapters, it is first and foremost a collection
of official biographies, within which filiality plays the key role for the character descrip-
tion of the individuals. Chapter 39 is therefore definitely a precursor to the later collective
chapters on filiality, but the particularities of the Later Han society give it a very distinct
appearance.
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